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ABSTRACT 

Hydrology of forested mountain watersheds is unique in terrn of processes of flow 

and complmity of their Stream networks. It was found that in Kootenay River Basin, 

British Columbia, Canada, during May and August of each year, subsurface water and 

snowmelt is the main source of water supply in most streams. The purpose of this 

investigation is to develop a hydrologie model to simulate outflow hydrographs f?om 

forested mountain watersheds using remote sensing and geographic information systems 

techniques. The studied watershed was subdivided into a set of Stream elements or the 

stream network by using the digital terrain elevation data. in each element, an artifïcial 

neural network system was used to classify the remotely sensed data into three major land 

covers found in the studied watershed: bare ground, forest, and grassland. The classified 

land covers were used as the basis for determinhg model inputs and parameters. 

The seepage of subsurface water in each element was calculated by using the 

Boussinesq's equation and hpui t ' s  assumptions. This seeping water enters the stream as 

the lateral d o w .  The hydraulic routing in each strearn element was caldated by using 

the Saint-Vernant's equations and solved numerically by using the finite element method. 

The flow eorn each stream element is combined with that fiom other and routeci 

dong the Stream network und the watershed outlet is reached, then outfiow hydrographs 

can be estimated. The model developed here was tested and compared with the recorded 

data kom Kootenay River Basin and found that the average correlation coefficient 

between observed and shulated hydrographs was 0.90. 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

A large number of hydrologic rnodels have been developed in the past three 

decades. However, as the field of hydrology is dynamic, there is an oppominity either to 

enhance aristing models or to derive new models through different approaches. Cornputer 

technologies are now very much improved in terrns of speed, storage capacity and prices. 

This makes it possible to solve problems that once were once difFcult to accommodate. 

For example, data over a large a r a  can now be acquired within a short time and numerical 

caldations are more efficient. Improved technologies and methods should lead to 

improved models. 

DeVries and Hromdka (1993) made a good summary of hydrologic models 

airrently in use. According to their classification, present models are characterized into 

four types: single ment models; continuous stream flow models; flood hydraulic models; 

and water quaiity models. These models range from very simple "black box" models to 

highiy physically based, distn'buted parameter modeis. For practical purposes, a model 

which fits somewhere between the very simple black box and highly physically based 

models should be investigated. 

In order to nui a model for a sizeable watershed, a very large amount of data 

c o v e ~ g  the entire area must be collected. This can be costiy and t h e  coasuming. At the 

same time most government agencies are cuttiog back their budgets in order to economize 

operating costs. This d e s  it difficut for engineers to obtain the necessary hydrologicd 



data to run a model. Fomuiately, this problem can be partly overcome by using remote 

sensing techniques. An approach is to use remote sensllig in the estimation of inputs to 

hydrologic models. This process has two steps: conversion of the spectrai reflectance data 

into physical characteristics of an area and conversion of individual pixel data into a 

representative value for an area In doing so, a method of "supervised land cover 

classification is used. There are severai methods of supe~sed  land cover class~cation 

using remoteiy sensed data Examples include pardelepipeci, minimum distance and 

maximum likelihood classifications. However, several studies have shown that the 

Artificial Neural Network System (ANN) is superior to other classincation methods in 

t e m  of higher accuracy and requiring smder "training" sample sizes (Emaruchi et al., 

1995; Emanichi et al., 1997). With these advantages, an appiication of the ANN in 

hydrologic modehg should be investigated. 

A prime assumption used by most hydrologic models is that the hydrologic 

properties of a watershed are homogenous. However, particularly in a large drainage 

basin, characteristics Vary in both space and tirne. The use of a single value for an entire 

watershed can result in unacceptable errors in outnow simulation. Therefore, it is 

necessary to refine this assumption by subdividing the watershed into srnali computational 

efements. The pd t ion  cm be carried out based on several criteria Such criteria include: 

land cover classes (Kite and Kouwen, 1 992); terrain characteristics such as slope, aspect, 

and elevation (Leavesley and Stanaard, 1990); meteorological conditions (Kouwen et al., 

1990); pewiousness (Terstriep and Stall, 1974); subbasins (Leavesley and Stannard? 1990) 

; and grid systems (Muzik, 1989). 



Partitionhg based on these criteria has both advantages and disadvantages. 

Subdnnding on the basis of land cover classes accommodates for the unIimited size and 

shape of computationai elements. In this way, there is the advantage of allowing the sue 

of computational elements to Vary over the full range of possibilities, for exampie entire 

subbasins (Kite, 1995). Thus computing time can be reduced by using large elernents. 

Disadvantages include the difnculty of determinhg a hydrological homogeneous area 

(Kowen et al., 1993). This can cause a problem in combining areas having simiiar land 

covers. In the grid partition, an advantage is the ease with which it may be integrated into 

existing grid formatteci databases and geographic information system (GIS) software. 

However, it is not reasonable to use a map grid system as the bais for s e l e h g  the size 

and shape of computational elements, as this may degrade the physical content of the 

mode1 (Kite, 1995). There is no guarantee that using a srnail grid ceii size, which already 

requires more work, wiii improve the resuits (Lau, 199 1). For example, the prediction of 

a hydrograph using a sparse rain gauge network is unlikely to improve by applying 

uncertain interpolated raiofkll estimates to computationai elements, no matter how weil 

dehed they are. Zn fact, the prediction may be degraded due to errors arising nom 

calibrations with limited data (Kouwen et ai., 1993). An alternative method of watershed 

partition should be investigated. 

In a watershed subdivision, the concept of a stream network was used. In this 

approach, the watershed subdivision is based on the nature and processes of fIow rather 

than on grid ce&. Part of the rain water and snowmelt reaching the soil surface infiltrates 

into the soil and the underground storage systems (pipe storage, rnacro-pore storage 



and groundwater storage). The combined seepage water fiom each storage enters a 

Stream as laterai idiow. The flowing water in the Stream is then combined with that from 

other stream branches until the watershed outlet is reached. Using the fiow path criterion, 

the watershed can be sub-divided into a stream network coasisting of a number of stream 

elements and subbasins (sub-watersheds). A stream eiement is a portion of meam 

between two nodes or junctions. The proposed partition of a watershed into a stream 

network not only satisfies the homogenous characteristic of hydrologie properties, but is 

also essential for most numericd methods of equation soiving. 

To develop a hydrologie model for forested mountain watersheds corredy, 

surface processes must be investigated. Loukas and Quick (199 1) have show that the 

dominant surface process of forested mountain watersheds is not overland flow, but 

pipeflow or macro-pore flow. Sweral studies have reported that infiltration capacity of 

forest soils in mountain areas exceeds most rainfall intensities and that overland flow 

occurs only to a very limited degree. The majority of the rain water fiows quickly through 

the soii pipes and macro pores, rapidly filling soil piping storage. The other part of the 

rain water iafiltrates into dzeper layers and f3is groundwater storage. Upon cessation of 

the storm, the soil piping storage drauls quickly and this conmbutes to the upper pan of 

the fahg limb of the hydrograph. Meauwtiile, the groundwater storage drains slowly and 

similarly this contributes to the middle and lower part of the falling limb (Mosley and 

McKerchu, 1993). The seepage fiom groundwater storage enters streams as lateral 

uinow. This lateral inaow adds to existing stream water and combines at junctions with 



ffom firom 0th- stream branches. These flows are then routed down the stream network 

system untiI the watershed outiet is reached. 

In the mode1 developed here, physicdy based equations were used. Physically 

based equations are deriveci nom conservation of mass and momentum laws. The 

groundwater seepage can be  calculatecl using the modified Boussinesq equation (Halek 

and Svec, 1979) and stream network routing can be calcuiated by the Saint-Vennant 

equations et al., 1989). These equations are in partiai merential format and 

cm only be solved numeridy. It is therefore necessary to investigate such a method of 

solution 

Several studies have reported that the f i t e  element method (FEM) can 

successfully be used to solve most surface and subsurtace hydrological flow problems 

(Pinder and Gray, 1977). There is a general agreement among investigators that the FEM 

can aiso be applied to unsteady shailow water flow (Wdters and Cheng, 1980). The FEM 

better satisfies the continuity equation and is found to have the additional features of 

flexibiiity, generaiity and consistency when compared to other numerical methods 

(Jayawardena and White, 1977). With these advantages, the 6nite element method was 

selected for this study. 

Of the aforementioned studies relating to the application of the FEM to hydrologie 

flow problems, most ded with smd watersheds without taking into account stream 

network propdes. A few are concemed with forested mountain watersheds and stream 

network systems together. Results of these studies can be found in Contracton et. al. 

(1980), Sharda and Singh (1994), Szymkiewiw (199 l), and Choi and Molinas (1993). 



The dominant 00w reghes offorested mountain watersheds are underground flow and 

channe1 fiow (Loukas and Quick, 1991), while the dominant process of a Stream network 

is channei flow (Symkiewicz, 1991). Stream networks in mountain areas are more 

complex than those in lowland river networks because there are a lot of small Stream 

branches in mountain areas. Therefore, the appiication of the FEM to mountain stream 

networks is more cornpikateci and requires more attention. 

The proposeci method of estimating outfiow hydrographs fkom forested mountain 

watersheds requires data on terrain characteristics. Necessary information includes slo pe 

and length of each stream element as  weli as area, average dope and length of each 

subbasin. This information can be derived from digital terrain elevation data (DTED). 

Working with digÏtai data is facilitateci through the use of GIS software and is much easier 

than working with traditional topographie maps. 

A case study was cmied out by applying the developed model to the Kootenay 

RÏver Basin, British Columbia, Canada - a forested mountainous watershed with a 

complex Stream network. However, before the case study was carried out, each model 

component had been tested with measured data obtained from other studies to check that 

the methoci, concept and assumptions used were appropriate. 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study is to develop a hydrologie model to simulate outflow 

hydrographs nom forested mountain watersheds. The model consists of the following 

operations: (1) watershed subdivision; (2) pipeflow caldation; (3) groundwater table 



estimation; (4) g r o ~ ~ a t ~  seepage caldation; (5) stream network routing, (6) solving 

flow equations by using the finite element method (FEM); and (7) handling and extrahg 

remotely sensed hydrologic data and digital terrain elevation data (DTED). 

While the shidy of one basin does not provide general reiatioaships, it does 

provide an m p l e  which may initiate W e r  study. The scope of the present study is not 

to develop a complete commercial hydrologic model but to show that forested mountain 

watershed hydrographs can be successfully sirmilateci by the calculation methods described 

using remotely sensed data and digital terrain elmation data 

Subsequent chapters of this thesis are organized as foUows: Chapter 2 - the 

classification of hydrologic modeling; description of some hydrologic modeis currently 

used; and suggested improvements for some hydrologic rnodels. Chapter 3 - components 

of the mode1 deveioped in this study, the calcdations required for each mode1 component; 

parameter calibration; and the method of hydrograph s d a t i o n .  Chapter 4 - a brief 

review of remote sensing and its application in this study; the methods to get idormation 

fiom remote sensing for hydrologic modeling; and the use of an artificial neural network 

system for land cover classification. Chapter 5 - the extraction of hydrologic features such 

as streams, ndges, subbasins, slopes, from digital terrain elwation data (DTED). Chapter 

6 - details about the finite element method (FEM) used in this study and the mesh 

generation Chapter 7 - testing of mode1 components and mode1 comparison with other 

studies. Chapter 8 - A case study using the Kootenay River B* calibration of 

parameters; and simulateci outnow hydrographs. Chapter 9 - discussion of mdy redts; 

sensitMty analysis of the parameters; and general discussion Chapter 10 - conclusions 

and recommendation for fiiture study. Chapter 11 - references. 



cHAPTER2 

CURRENT HYDROLOGIC MODELS AND THETR IMPROVEMEW 

There are a many hydrologie models developed in the past three decades, ranging 

nom very simple black-box models to highly physicaily-based distributeci models. They 

can be grouped into four types (DeVries and Hromadka, 1993): (1) single-event models; 

(2) continuous streadow models; (3) flood hydraulic models; (4) water quality models. 

These models require different input data and different methods of caldation For 

example, single-event models are based on surfice mof f  caldations while contimious 

streamflow models are based on subsurface runoE ïme incrernents for single-event 

models are usudy srnaller than those of continuous s t r e d o w  models. 

MODEL CtASSIFlCATION 

There are several methods of classifying hydrologie models. One method is to 

clasgSr them accordhg to areas of application For example, Iumped or disûibuted 

models. Another way is to classify them by methods used in development. The 

classification used here is based on the b c t i o n  or purpose of the modeis. 

1. SinglcEvent Models 

This type of mode1 can be used to simulate s t r e d o w  hydrographs based on 

singlesvent rainfirll data The model considers ody direct ninoffoccurring during the 

event and for a short period after. Grounhte r  seepage occurs for several days after the 

min and is not taken into account. Evapotranspiration is &O not incorporateci into the 



modeL O v a  the period of intefest, evapotranspiration is considend iosignificant 

compareci to the amount of direa moE ïhe modd calculations inchde: the averasiag 

of precipitation for each subbasiq calcuiating precipitation excess; generating direct runoff 

hydrographs; esbntmg baseflow, c h a ~ e l  routiog; and the combining of hydrographs 

fiom each stream reach until the watershed outlet is reached. 

2. Continuons Streamflow Model 

This type of modd coatinuously accounts for d precipitation and movement of 

m e r  through the catchment. During periods of no precipitation, the main concem is 

m a g e  from gromdwater norage and losses due to evapotraaspuation. The model 

caiculations inchde: interception; evapotranspiration; mowmelt; overiand flow, pipeflow, 

c h a n d  r o m ;  and groundwater seepage. ïhk type of model can be used to 

continuously sirmilate s t r d o w  discharges for many years. 

3. Flood Hydmaücs Modd 

This type of model is derived to analyze the flow through bridges, d e r t s ,  and 

other structures. It is a h  useful for Bows on flood plains adjacent to the main river 

system The caldations use the one-dimensionai gradually-varieci steady-flow concept. 

For ~o-dimensional rapid varied flow, hydraulic equations invohring head los  

coefficients are used to calculate flow. These models are for the design and 

evaiuation of enginening structures. 



4. Water Qnlility Moddr 

This type of modd links the detemination ofwater guantity and the adysis of 

wata quaiity. The model dwdops rdationships between mer quality Ioading and 

hydraulic f m e s .  In moa cases, empirïcal reiationships for denning chernid and 

biological reactions are used. This type of model can be either single went or continuous. 

SOME EXSTDJG HYDROLOGIC MODELS 

ïhere are a large number of hydrologie models currently in use. AU cannot be 

desaibed here, therefore the disaisson is limitai to some ofthose that practïcing 

hydrologists and engin- have found useW (DeVries and Hromadka, 1993). 

1. U.S. Army Corps o f  Engineen (HEC-1) 

HEC4 a is nngle-event model dweioped by the Hydrologic En-@mering Center, 

U.S. Amy Corps of Engineen (1990). The studied watenhed is subdivîded into 

subbasins. Runoff is c a l h e d  for each subbasïn and routed to the next subbasin und the 

watershed outlet is reached. The model can caliirate unit hydrographs, l o s  rates, and 

routing parameters. It can generate rainfall data and simulate snowpack and mowmelt 

runoff; dam S a f i ,  dtiplan/muitiflood anaiysis, flood damage analysis and optimization 

of flood control systems- 



2. U.S. Soü Conservation Semice (TR-20) 

TR-20 is a single-event hydro1ogic model developed by the U.S. Soil 

Conservation Service (1 972). The model cornputes runoff hydrographs, routes through 

channel reaches and reservoirs, and combines hydrographs at junctions of streams. Runoff 

hydrographs are computed by using the Soil Consenration Service (SCS) dimensionless 

unit hydrograpb The studied watershed is subdivided into a number of subbasins having 

sirnilar hydrologie characteristics. 

Measured or synthetic raid" data are used to compute d a c e  mnoff nom each 

subbasin Losses are computed by the SCS cuve numbers (CNs) technique. Baseflow is 

assumed to be constant. A hear routing procedure is used to route the flow through 

Stream channels. 

3. The Illinois State Water Survey (ILLUDAS) 

ILLUDAS is a single event model dweloped by the Ulinois State Water S w e y  

(Terstriep and Stall, 1974). This model is used for simulating urban hydrographs. The 

mode1 caculates runoff from duectiy comected paved areas, gras and other impervious 

d a c e s .  The studied watershed is subdbided imo nibbasins. For each nibbasin, the 

mode1 calculates paved and grassed area hydrographs. The impe~ous  and p s e d  area 

hydrographs are combined and the r d t  is then combined wàh hydrographs from other 

subbasins. The flow is then routed to the nexî combining point. 



4. Stanford Watershed Mode1 IV (SWM-IV) 

SWM-N is a continuous streamfiow model developed by Crawford and Linsley 

(1966). It has been widely used as a tool to simulate a continuous hydrograph of hourly 

or daily streadows at a watershed outlet. The structure of the model consists of 

interception; Evapotranspiration; Iofiltration; Surface storage; Groundwater storage, 

ûverland flow; Interflow; and Chamel routing. 

S. SLURP Mode1 

The new version of SLURP is a contimious streamfiow model developed by Kite 

(1995). An important advantage of the SLURP model is that it can incorporate necessary 

physical laws while maintaining simplicity of operation. The SLURP mode1 partitions the 

studied watershed into Aggregated Simulation Areas (ASAs) and into different land cover 

types (Kite and Kouwen, 1992). An ASA is a sub-area of the watershed where land 

covers and land uses are known. An advantage of using the ASA concept is that the size 

of sub-area can be varied over the full range of possibilities. This can reduce computing 

time. Large water bodies like lakes and reservoirs can be easiiy simulated. 

The verticai water balance concept is applied to each land cover in an ASA. The 

structure of the model consists of four non-linear tanks (storages): canopy storage; 

snowpack storage; surface and topsoil storage (rapid storage); and groundwater storage 

(slow storage). The vertical water balance is caldateci on a daily t h e  step. In each time 

step, the following processes take place: precipitation, interception, evapotranspiration, 

snowmelt, infiltration, and groundwater discharge. The model components are: 



Precipitation, Interception, Evapotranspiration, Mtrat ioq Routing, and Parameter 

caiiiration 

6. Hydrologie Engineering Center (HEC-2) 

This mode1 was developed by the Hydrologic Engineering Center of the U. S. 

Army Corps of Engineers to compute steady-state water surface elevation profiles in 

naturai and constnicted channeis. It is used primarily for natural channels with complex 

geometry such as rivers and streams. The mode1 analyzes flow through bridges, culverts, 

weirs and other types of structures. Water d a c e  elevation profiles can be computed 

when there is a loss of flow fiom the Stream fiom causes such as levee or embankment 

overfiows, overtopping of watershed divides, or flow through diversion structures. HEC- 

2 uses the standard method for water surface profile caidatioas, assuming that the flow is 

one-dimensional gradudiy varîed steady fiow. Either subcrtical or supercritical flow 

profiles c m  be analyzed. 

The water surface elmation associated with critical flow is computed for 

conditions of minimum energy at the cross section. The energy loss term in the energy 

equation is computed from two factors: boundary resistance (fiction loss) and eddy loss 

between sections (expansion or contraction loss). Friction losses are computed using 

Manning's coefficient of roughness. Eddy losses are caiculated using a head-loss 

coefficient multiplied by the change in velocity head between cross sections. 

Head loss at bridges and other river structures is also computed by HEC-2. The 

head loss is assumed to be a result of two factors: contraction and expansion losses before 



and after the structure; and ioss at the structure itself. Structure losses can be cdculated 

by: (1) the special bridge method; (2) the normal bridge method. The special bridge 

method uses hydraulic formulas for pier losses, pressure fiow when the bridge opening is 

submergea and weir flow when the bridge and roadway embankment are overtopped. 

The normal bridge method cornputes the bridge head loss as the sum of increased fiction 

plus expansion and convaaion losses at the structure. 

HEC2 can be used to caldate ailvert flows by using hydraulic formulas for 

outlet control calculations ( i e t  and outlet losses plus Wction in the culvert). The flow 

which passes over the roadway embankment is treated as the weir flow. Input data 

required by HEC-2 are discharge and loss data, cross section geometry data, Manning's 

coefficient of roughness and contraaion loss coefficients. 

7. Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) 

This mode1 is a water quality mode1 developed for the Environmentai Protection 

Agency by Metacalf and Eddy Inc., Water Resources Engineers Inc., and the University of 

Horida (Metacaif and Eddy, 1971). The mode1 was developed for both single event and 

continuous simulation of urban storm water flows. SWMM has the abilities to: 

1. generate mof f  fiom rainfd and routes flows to combining points. Part of the water 

which idtrates through the surface is caldated as subnirface flow; 

2. route through watershed channeis using the kinematic wave method; 

3. route channel flow using explicit finite Merence method of the Saint-Vennant 

equations; 



4. route through reservoirs using a storage-routing procedures; and 

5. separate the continuous hydrograph record and pollution graphs (concentration as  a 

h c t i o n  of tirne) into independent stonn wents. 

SWMM cm sirmilate a wide range of urban hydrology and water quaIity processes 

including rainfall snowmelt, surface nuioc s u b d a c e  contributions to runoff, flow 

routing, storage. and treatment of flows. SWMM deals with the movement of pollutants 

eom the land surface of the modeled area to combined sewers or storm drainage outflow. 

SWMM cm calculate concentrations of suspendecl solids7 nitrates. phosphates, and other 

poiiutants in storm water m o E  For each time step, the runoff rate is computed in the 

hydrologic part of the model. The amount of poiiutant removed by runoff is also 

computed for the time interval and this can be related to the quantity of runoff to produce 

a poilution graph. 

THE MODEL PROPOSED IN THIS STUDY 

Most eisting hydrologic models work well for a variety of watersheds and many 

of hem are widely used by engineers and researchers throughout the world. Several 

studies on rnodel parameters have been canied out and the results are weIl documented. 

For example, the m e  numbers (CNs) used in the US. Soil Conservation Service model 

have been developed for a variety of land uses, land coven and soil moisture conditions. 

CN values can be easily found in many publications. This d e s  the SCS model one of 

the most widely used, although it has been developed more than two decades ago. 



Howevq as the field of hydrology is dynamic in techaology and methods, there is an 

opportunity to use different approaches in developing new models. The mode1 dweloped 

here consists of the foliowing components (1) watershed subdivision; (2) pipefiow 

calculation; (3) groundwater table estimation; (4) groundwater seepage calculation; (5) 

stream network routing; (6) flow equation solving by the finite element method (FEM); 

and (7) ufiluiog remotely sensed hydrologic data and digital terrain elevation data. 

1. Watershed Subdivision 

For a large watershed, hydrologic inputs such as precipitation, land use, land cover 

and soils, Vary nom one location to another. Therefore, using a single value of input data 

to represent the entire watershed may cause unacceptable errors. Most hydrologic models 

overcome this problem by subdividing the studied watershed into a number of small 

subbasins and d g  that within each subbasin, each input and parameter are unifody 

distributed over the entire subbasin- The d a c e  and subsurface fiow calcuiations are then 

carried out for each subbasin and combined with those fiom other subbasins to obtain 

outflow hydrographs at the watershed outlet. The watenhed subdivision can be c k e d  

out based on several criteria However, the main purpose of hydrologic models is to 

simuiate outeow from a given watershed inputs such as precipitation and other 

characteristics. The problem domain is to study theflow. Therefore, the watershed 

subdivision shouid be based on the nature and processu offlow rather than other criteria. 

It was found that the stream network system is suitable for descrïbing the flow in a 

watershed because it follows the nature of flow in both surface and subsurface paths. The 



method of watershed subdivision into the stxam network system is described in Chapter 

5.  

2. Pipeflow Calculatioa 

Most hydrologie models consider overland fiow as the surface runoff and propose 

a number of methods to calculate overland flow. For srample, the kinematic wave 

method is used in HEC- 1 mode1 and the iinear smoothing fïiter method in SLURP. These 

overland flow caldations work weli for a wide range of watenheds. However, the 

overland %ow concept may not be applicable for forested mouatain watersheds because 

there is very littie overland Bow occurring on forest soiis. Severai studies have reported 

that infiltration capacity of forest soils exceeds most rainfd intensities and that overland 

flow occurs only to a very limiteci degree. Loukas and Quick (1991) have shown that the 

dominant surface process of forested mountain watersheds in British Columbia is not 

overland fhw, but pipeflow. The major@ of the rain water quickly fills the topsoil layer 

and flows downslope as pipehw. Therefore, for forested mountain watersheds, overland 

flow should be replaced by pipeflow process. Detaiis of the pipeflow process and 

caldations are described in Chapter 3. 

3. Initia1 Groundwater Table Estimation 

Before simulating outaow hydrographs, initial conditions prior to a stom rainfd 

must be known. For this study, seepage is calculated from groundwater storage because it 

was found that in this study area subsurface flow contributes the major part of streamflow. 



The initial condition is the depth of the water table prior to a storm rainfd. Most 

hydrologic models add an extra parameter to represent this initial condition, since the 

initial depth of the water table can be estimated fkom basdow. An uanecessary increase 

in the tiumber of mode parameters may cause diniaiity in the parameter calibration. The 

dwelopment of a relationship between the initial depth of the groundwater table and 

baseflow is describeci in Chapter 3. 

4. Groundwater Seepage CaicnIation 

Most existing hydrologic models estimate the seepage nom groundwater storage 

by an exponentiai decay hct ion  (DeVries and Hromadka, 1993). This h c t i o n  only 

describes the fading limb ofa hydrograph and requires parameten which are not based on 

physical processes. Several studies have been carried out to improve the method of 

groundwater flow d d a t i o n  For example, Minimura (1 995) developed a simple tank 

model to estimate seepage from a watershed. MZzumura's model is based on the draining 

of water nom a tank caused by gravitational force. The snidied watershed is transformed 

to a simple tank having a modifïed depth and surface area. By assuming that the 

watershed behaves like a tank, the draining of water firom the watershed is calculated by 

Bernoulli's equation and the exponentid decay bc t ioa  This tank model is a reasonable 

modd because it is partiy based on a physical process. However, the mode1 uses some 

parameters which do not have physical meaning. An improvement m u t  be investigated. 

The caldation ofgroundwater seepage c m  be carried through Boussinesq's 

equation and Dupuit assumptions (Troch et al., 1993). By using this approach, the 



calculation of seepage is entirely based on the physical process of groundwater flow. 

Groundwater flow parameters (saturated hydraulic coaductivity and porosity of 

groundwater storage) can be calailateci from basdow data. Details are describeci in 

Chapter 3. 

5. Stream Network Routing 

Severai methods are used to ca ldate  charnel routing in existing models. These 

methods inciude: unit hydrograph; kinematic wave method; diffusion wave method; 

Muskiagum's method; and Muskingum-Cunge's method. These methods have some 

limitations. For example, Muskingum method is not suitable for rapid rising hydrographs 

and it neglects back water eff' due to downstream constructions and large water 

infîow. It cannot handle lateral idow. The kinernatic wave routing is limited to where 

back water &êcts are insigniticant. In the kinematic wave method, the flow distribution 

cm propagate only in the downstream direction and reverse or negative flow cannot be 

estirnated. It is not recommended for charme1 routing when the hydrograph rise is rapid 

(Fread, 1993). The SLURP mode1 uses simple non-linear innow-storage and storage- 

outfiow relationships for routing between computation elements. These relationships are 

not based on a flow process, therefore there is no parantee that the routing parameters 

derived fkorn one watershed can be used without calibration in other watersheds. 

To minimùe the number of routing parameters for general applications, the 

dynamic routing method should be used. The dynamic routing method uses the Saint- 

Venant's equ.ations which are considerrd to be almost complete eqpations to describe flow 



in open channeis (Lettenmaier and Wood, 1993). These equations were developed based 

on the laws of come~ation of mass and momentum Details are demibed in Chapter 3. 

6. Sohring Flow Eqnations 

W1th the improvement of computer technologies, it is possible to solve the Saint- 

Venant's equations more efficiently. In this investigation, the finite element method 

(FEM) was used to sohe the Saint-Venant's equations mimericaly. Details are described 

in Chapter 6. 

7. Extracting and Utilizing Hydrologie Data from Remoteiy Sensed Data and 

Digital Terrain Elevation Data 

Due to the improvement of remote sensing and computer technologies, it is 

possible to obtain hydrologic inputs fiom remotely sensed data and digital terrain elevation 

data. For example, land use and land cover can be obtahed using remotely sensed data. 

Topographic data are now available in digital format known as digital terrain elwation 

data (DTED). Remotely sensed data in digital format cm be conveniently analyzed and 

integrated with other types of digital data through most GIS software packages. 

Physiography of watersheds cm be easiiy obtained 6oom DTED through GIS and digital 

image processing techniques. However, most e*g hydrologic models are not designed 

to autornaticaüy rnake use of remotely sensed data and DTED. The development of a 

mode1 that can automaticaliy extract and utilize hydrologic inputs corn rernotely sensed 

data and DTED would be an improvement. Details about obtaining hydrologic inputs 



fkom remotely sensed data and physiographic data fkom DTED are explained in Chapters 4 

and 5 respectively. 



cHAPTER3 

THE PROPOSED HYDROLOGIC MODEL 

The hydrologie mode1 developed in this investigation can be used to sirdate 

outflow hydrographs for both single storm and conthmous events. For a sùigle stonn 

went, the main conceni is direct nuioff The wapotranspiration process is not taken into 

accouot because direct runoff ocnirs in a shon period (usuaüy less than one day); and this 

is before evapotranspiration becomes significant. For continuous streamflow simulation, 

caldations are based on groundwater seepage and direct runoff Here the 

evapotranspiration process is considered as the time penod is long enough for it to be 

significant. The model applies the vertical water balance concept to each nibbasin in 

calculating groundwater seepage and snowmelt. This is considered to be lateral Stream 

uiflow. In this investigation, the Stream network system was used as a guide to subdivide 

the watershed into a number of elements based on the nature and processes of flow. The 

method of the watershed subdivision is explained in Chapter 5. 

The developed model was tested using the data colllected during May and August, 

when runoff caused by rainfall and siowmelt is dominant. In each one day time sep,  the 

following processes take place in each subbasin (element): rainfaU, interception, 

evapotranspiration, snowmelt, pipdow, infiltration, seepage from groundwater storage, 

and flow through the channel network system The rain water is intercepteci by the 

vegetation canopy until the interception storage is fiill, then the excess water enters and 

fills the topsoil layer. At the same time, if the air temperature is above the fieezinng poinf 



part of the snowpack will melt and fiU the top mil layer. Part of the water stored in the 

topsoil layer wiU be depleted through evapotranspiration and infiltration while the other 

part will drain out as pipeflow and infiltrate into the deeper layer. The infiltrathg water 

nom the topsoil layer enters and fills the groundwater storage. Groundwater storage then 

drains into a Stream as lateral îdow. The lateral innow is added to the flowing water in 

the stream combining with that fiom other strervns and flows through the network u n d  

the watershed outlet is reached. The outnow hydrographs of the watershed can then be 

estimat ed. 

CALCULATION OF EACH MODEL COMPONENT 

1. Precipitation 

Precipitatïon, either in fom of rain or snow, is an input to the mode1 and causes 

streadow. The spatial variation of precipitation causes two types of errors: (1) the 

measured amount of precïpitation rnay not refl ect the actual volume of water falling on the 

watershed; and (2) the measured timing of the precipitation may not correspond to the 

recorded hydrographs. Sometimes the rab which fds in one month rnay affect mof f  in 

the foliowing month, and sometimes no runoffappears at d. 

Precipitation is an important influence on subbasin response and is largely related 

to e l d o n  - the higher the elevation, the larger the amount of precipitation (Viessman et 

ai., 1989). Song (1990) studied the San Dimas waterçhed in Los Angeles County and 

suggested the precipitation multiplying factors related to elwation as: 

Pf = 1.32 + 3.88x1o4(E1- 3261) 



where 

Pf = the precipitation dtiplying fgctor adjusted for the elmation; and 

El = the elevation (ft). 

Rain and snow are divided by a radsnow division temperature. If the mean daily 

ambient temperature is above the rain/snow division temperature, the precipitation will be 

in the fonn of rain water. If the mean daily ambient temperature is below the rain/snow 

division temperature, the precipitation is assumed to be snow and is added to the existing 

snowpac k. Because the melting temperature depends on the atmosphenc pressure, the 

raidsnow division temperature varies with elevation. 

2. Snowmelt 

Atmospheric temperature is required in snow melt determination. The atmospheric 

temperature is the combined eEects of radiation, vapor pressure and movement of air. Ail 

of these are important processes affecfing snow melt (Viessrnan et al., 1989). 

Temperature c m  easily be obtained and forecasted. A simple method cded the 

"temperature index method" can be used to estimate the amount of snowmelt. 

Advantages of this method include (Gray and Prowse, 1993): ( 1) more reliable results can 

be obtained compared to other methods, nich as the energy balance method; and (2) the 

data is easy to obtain A disadvantage is that there may be a large error if it is applied 

during extreme events. This may occur when net radiation and latent energy are large but 



air temperature is low. VeMainen (1 99 1) dwefoped an equation for estimahg snow 

meit as: 

M = mxSp(T - Tm) 

where 

M = the depth of melting water ( d d ) ;  

m = the melting factor (mm/d/°C/mm of snow); 

S, = snow pack (mm) 

T = the average daily temperature (OC); and 

Tm = melting temperature, in most practical case O O C  may be used 

3. Interception 

Interception is an important process in low-intensity storm events. Stomis having 

a high frequency of occurrence are substantially abstracted by interception. For low- 

fiequency with high intensiv storms, interception is usuaiiy small compared to the total 

amount of rainfd. Interception can be defined as the part of the total precipitation which 

adheres to above ground objects until it is returned to the atmosphere through 

evaporation It does not take part in surface and subsurface runoff (Viessman et ai., 

1989). The amount of water intercepted is a hc t ion  of a number of factors: leave-area 

index; the stonn character, species, age, and density of plants; and the season of the year. 

Calder (1990) developed an equation for estimating interception for coniferous forests as 

follows: 

I = a[i - q ( - b ~ ) ]  



where 

1 = the amount of water intercepted ( d d ) ;  

a, b = parameters obtained by using an optimization technique; and 

P = the amount of precipitation (mm/d). 

4. Evapotranspiration 

Evapotranspiration is the combined processes of waporation and transpiration. It 

is regarded as the primary ahtractive mechanism of continuous-process models. 

Evapotranspiration is the process by which water in the land surface, soii, and vegetation 

is converted into vapor and returned to the atrnosphere. It consists of evaporation from 

water, so& vegetative, and other d a c e s  and includes transpiration by vegetation (Ponce, 

1989). Various methods for estimating evapotranspiration have been proposed, but there 

is no one method that is generdy acceptable under ai l  conditions. For this snidy, the 

Penman method was used because it was developed based on physicai processes rather 

than empirical methods. In the Penman method, a relationship between mass transfer 

(evapotranspiration) and the quantity of radiation energy (net radiation) gained by the 

exposed surface is expressed as (Wessman et al., 1989): 

where 

ET = the amount of evapotranspiration (mrn/d); 



A = the change in saturation vapor pressure with respect to absolute air temperature 

(=wim; 
H = the net radiation (mm of watedd); and 

E = the waporation fiom water surfaces ( d d )  and can be caiculated by (Messman et 

al., 1989): 

E = 0.3 5(e, - e, X I +  0.0098~) (3 5) 

where 

e. = the saturation vapor pressure (mmHg) at mean air temperature; 

ed = the saturation vapor pressure (mmHg) at mean dew point (actuai vapor pressure); 

u = the average wind speed at 2 m above the ground ( d d ) .  

Saturation and actuai vapor pressure can be obtained by measurements or estirnated by 

(Shuttleworth, 1993): 

where 

T = the mean a i r  temperature (OC); and 

Td = the dew point temperature (OC). 

The heat budget (H) can be calculated by: 



where 

a = the Boltmiann constant (2.0 1 x 109; 

n = the a d  duration ofbright sunshine (h/d). 

R = the mean monthly extraterrestrial radiation (mm of water evaporatedd) (Table 3.1 ; 

r = reflecting coefficient (abedo) from Table 3.2. 

It shouid be noted that Equation 3.8 is site specific. For better results, the 

constants used in the equation should be obtaiued by optimization Values of A can be 

caicuiated by differentiating Equation (3 -6) with respect to the temperature (T). 

5, Infiltration 

Infiltration is the movement of water into the soil. Mitration is the process which 

supplies water to groundwater storage. Infiltration affects many aspects of hydrology. 

Comprehensive reviews of infiltration processes c m  be found in Philip (1 969), Gray 

(1970) and Wel(1980). 

In this study, the Green-Ampt infiltration equation was used to estimate infiltration 

rates. It is assumed that the water infiltrates into the soii matrix wbch has an initial 

uniform water content. The infiltrathg water is assumed to form a wening fiont which 

separates the wetted and unwetted zones. By using Darcy's law, the Green-Ampt 

infiltration mode1 caa be written as (Rawls et al., 1993): 



Table 3.1. Mean monthiy solar radiation on a horizond d a c e  measured in mm of water 
evaporated per day (Cnddle, 1958). 



Table 3.2. Aibedo coefficient for different land cover classes (Shuttleworth, 1 993). 

[ Land cover classes 1 Coefficient 1 
1 O ~ e n  water I 0.08 1 
1 Taii forest I0.11 - 0.16 1 

1 Grass and ~asture 1 0.20 - 0.26 1 
Bare soi1 
Snow and ice 

O. 10 (wet) - 0.35 (dry) 
0.20 (old) - 0.80 (new) 



where 

f = infiltration rate ( W d ) ;  

F = cumulative infiltration (mm); 

k = saturated hydrauiic conductivity ( d d ) ;  

Sr = capillary suction of the wettuig front (mm of water); 

m, = the saturated moisture content of the soil; 

mi = the initial moisture content of the soil; and 

t = the tirne (d) from the beginning of the event. 

The parameters m , Sr and k can be obtained firom measurements or by using an 

optimization technique. For most practical purposes, these parameters are given in Table 

3.3 (Rawls and Brakensiek, 1983): 

6. fipeflow 

Several hydrologie models consider overland flow as part of their runoff 

caiculation. This should not be applied to forested mountain watersheds, where the 

infiltration capacity of soils is very high and overland flow does not occur to a great extent 

(Anderson et ai., 1976). The question remains how a stream receives fast lateral innow. 

Steep forested watersheds are known to respond shortly after a burst of rainfall (Loukas 

and Qui& 1992). Groundwater moves slowly; it is doubtful that it is 



Table 3.3. Suggested Green-Ampt parameters for diffaent USDA soil types (after Rawls 
and Brakensiek, 1983). 

Soi1 type 

Sand 
Loamv sand 
Sandv loam 

Silt loam 
Sandy clay loam 
Clay Ioam 
Silty clay loam 
Sandv ciav 
Silty clay 
CIav 



responsiile for the rapid response. It is therefore necessary to irrvestigate the mechanism 

which @es rise to the characteristic rapid response of steep forested watersheds. 

Jones (1971) explained this phenornenon as being the result of the pipeflow 

process. Soil piping is caused by the activities ofearthworms and kects, decaying roots, 

soil chemistry processes and subsurface erosion, and it can ocau in any direction. The 

necessruy conditions for the development of soil piping have been s u m m ~ d  by 

Goldsmith aud Smith (1985). Rain or snow melting water reaching the soi1 surfiice moves 

verticaily through soil pipes. When the water reaches a less penneable layer, it flows 

laterally through pipes and enters a Stream as fast lateral inflow (Whipkey, 1965). It is 

assumed that lateral fiow occurs only when the soil is saturated (Zeimer and Albright, 

1987). Part of the rainwater infiltrates into groundwater storage fiom which it is later 

drained and enters a meam as slow lateral hflow. Upon cessation of the storm, the soil 

piping storage drains quickly and contributes to the upper part of the hydrograph's fding 

h b ,  whereas groundwater storage drains slowly, contributhg to the middle and iower 

part of the falling limb (Mosley and McKerchar, 1993). The rnovement of min water in 

the forested soils is shown in Figure 3.1. Field observations in the test site (Kootenay 

basin) of this investigation indicate that pipeflow is the dominant process providing fast 

m o E  Soil piping systems can be very complex Therefore, in order to estimate them 

successfüily, simple equations which do not compromise important physical processes 

mua be investigated. The velocity of fiow for fidl pipes can be calcuiated by (Loukas and 

Qui& 1991): 



Figure 3.1. The rnovement of water in the soi1 matrk 



where 

v = pip&w veiocity (mis); 

f = pipe friction; 

D = the pipe diameter (m); and 

S = gmund slope. 

In considering Equation 3.10 for M y  rough pipeflow, it is assumed that the 

average soil pipe diameter, soil particle sizes, and the pipe fiction coefficient are constant. 

Therefore, pipeflow velocity remains constant throughout the rainfhli penod and is not 

dependent on the depth of saturated soil. The discharge per unit width of the flcw area 

for the saturated zone is calculated by: 

q = v y  

where 

y = depth of the saturated soii layer. 

According to Darcy's law, the pipeflow velocity is 

where: 

dh/dx = hydraulic gradient, which is assurned to be equai to the surface slope. 

Pipeflow is the fast flow which affects runoff withh a short tirne; groundwater 

flow is the slow flow which affects runoff for several days after the rab For continuous 



streamfiow simulation, Kite and Kouwen, (1992) found that surface runoff (in this case 

pipeflow process) for the forested mountain watershed is not signincant compared to total 

flow. This can be seen by an analysis of an outflow hydrograph. Consider the hydrograph 

as shown in Figure 3.2. This is an extreme case with the maximum rainfdl and it is found 

that the pipeflow of 3.54 m31s on the maximum rainy day (May 20, 1936) is much smaller 

than the streamflow of 22.9 m3/s seven days later (May 27, 1986). In most cases, r a i d l  

is much smder than the extreme case and it is expected in these cases that pipefiow 

should be much s d e r  than s t r e d o w .  Therefore, for continuous streamflow simulation 

using a large tirne step, pipeflow may be neglected without causing sigdicant erron. The 

groundwater seepage and snowmelt were found to be the dominant sources of stream flow 

in this study area. 

7. Initial Groundwater Table, Porosity and Conductivity of Groundwater Storage 

A great deal of information (such as initial groundwater table, porosity and 

conductivity of groundwater storage) can be obtained through the analysis of basefiow 

discharge. Baseflow discharge pnor to a rainfall event is considered to be the initial 

condition for caldating channe1 routhg. The initial depth of the groundwater table is 

recpked for calculating seepage from groundwater storage. 

The depth of a subbasints groundwater table varies with space and the .  Under the 

Dupuit assumptions and neglecting the effect of capiliary rise above the water table, 

Boussinesq's equation describes this depth in the case of seepage into a Stream channel 



Figure 3.2. Raintàll ( d d )  and discharge (m3/s) of the recorded hydrograph of the Albert 
Basin, British Columbia, Canada. (basin area 222.6 km2) 



fiorn a homogeneous unconfineci aquifer placed on a horizontal impermeable layer as 

(Halek and Svec, 1979): 

where 

h = depth of  saturated zone (m); 

k = average saturated hydraulic conductivity of the groundwater storage ( d s ) ;  

p = drainable porosity of the groundwater storage; and 

t = time since the start of recession (s); 

x = horizontal distance measured dong the seepage direction (m). 

Equation 3.13 can be d e n  in the fuite Werence scheme form as: 

h!~l = h \ 4  - At [ J I  ( 1  - 1 )  i+ 1 - J ( J  i-t 
1-1 - J I ) ]  (3 * 14) 

P(&) ' 
where 

1 = element number, 

j = t h e  step number; 

âx = element size (m); and 

At = time step size (s). 

The groundwater seepage lkom each side of a subbasin into a stream cm be 

visuaiized as shown in Figure 3.3. It is assumed that the effect of an i m p e ~ o u s  layer 

slope as show in Figure 3.3 cm be neglected for most situations (Troch et al., 1993). 

Zecharias and Brutsaert (1988) studied the effect of the slope of the i m p e ~ o u s  layer on 



Figure 3 -3.  Groundwater seepage nom each side of a subbasin. 



basefiow recession characteristics. They found that for the rolling terrain of the 

Adirondack Mountains of Appaiachian Phteaus, no impervious layer dope effects could 

be identifieci. 

An exact soiution of Equation 3.13 is (Brutsaert and Nieber, 1977): 

where 

q = groundwater setpage per unit length of stream channel (m3/s/m) in each side of a 

su b basin; 

D = depth (m) of groundwater storage at the subbasin water &de; and 

B = horizontai distance (m) between the Stream channel and subbasin water divide. 

For s m d  time penods, or when the effect of seepage at the stream channel has not 

reached the subbasin water divide, the seepage can be solved by assumiag the length (B) is 

very large or B + m. Therefore, Equation 3.15 becomes (Bmtsaert and Nieber, 1977): 

q = 0.3 3 2 1 ( k p ) O - ' ~  (3.16) 

Equations 3.15 and 3.16 are based on the following assumptions (Bmtsaert and 

Nieber, 1 977) : 

1. The depth of the channei @J is very s m d  compared to the depth of the soi1 ma& at 

the water divide @); 

-2. The water table is ùzitially airvilinear in the form of an inverse beta fundon 



By combining d subbask in the entire watershed, the geometry of the watershed 

becomes: 

Q = 2Lq 

A = 2LB 

where 

Q = strearnfiow discharge mea~u~ed  at the watershed outlet (m3/s); 

A = watershed area (m2); and 

L = the total length of the Stream network (m). 

Substituting Equations 3.17 and 1.18 into Equation 3.15 : 

Differentiating Equation 3.19 with respect to t yields the result: 

for a large t: 

In the same manner, substitute Equation 3.17 into Equation 3.16: 

Q = 0 . 6 6 4 2 ~ ( k ~ ) ~ - b  '-%Os5 



Differentiating Equation 3.23 with respect to t, yiefds the r d t :  

for srnail t: 

1.1334 

Drainable porosity (p) and sanirated hydraulic conducavity (k) are used to 

caldate the seepage fkom groundwater storage. Values of 'p' and 'k' can be calcuiated 

as foUows: Apply the naairal Iogarithm to Equation 3.24, considering only the absohae 

vaiues of dQ/dt: 

Y = A + b X  (3 -27) 

where 

Y = log(dQ/dt); 

A = Iog(a); and 

X = log(Q). 

Select the recession parts of recordeci hydrographs and calailate dQ/dt fkom (QG, - 

Qi)/At, where Q,I and Q, are discharges at the previous and present t h e  s e p  respectivefy, 

and At is the time step interval. Calculate the values of Y = log(dQ/dt) and X = log@) 

and plot on a hear sale as shown in Figure 3.4. Two hctions (1 for d t and 2 for 



Figure 3 -4. A relationship between Y = log(dQ/dt) and X = log(Q). 



large t )  can be d r m  to give a best M relationship. Slopes (bf and b2) and intersects (Ai 

and A2) of the two functions can be measured and read nom Figure 3.4. The value of 'a' 

cm be dcuiated from a = loA, then ai for srnd t and a* for large t can be caldated. 

Substitute the values of 'ai' and 'a*' into Equations 3.2 1 and 3 -25 respectively, then 

unknowns 'p' and ' k' can be solved. 

Knowing the values of 'p' and 'k', the initial depth of the groundwater table prior 

to a r a i d d l  event, or a long t h e  after the end of the previous rainfâil event, c m  be 

obtained by using Equation 3.14 or by (Troch et al., 1993): 

Dx 

8. Groundwater Seepage (Stream Lated Inflow) 

For continuous streamflow simulation using a large time step (one day), the 

dominant flow in stream channels cornes nom groundwater seepage as described by Kite 

and Kouwen (1 992). For a large time step overland flow is insignificant. Each side of a 

subbasin may be considered as groundwater storage which drains into the stream element 

as laterai infiow. Caldation of laterai innow can be explaineci as follows. The 

groundwater storage is subdivided into a -ber of strips having the length Ax as shown 

in Figure 3 -5 .  The length of the strip (Ax) is very important for the stability of the 

numerical calculation The value of Ax should be seiected such that the time required for 

the water to flow through the soil for the distance âx is longer than the M i e  step of the 



Figure 3 S. Strips of groundwater storage of one unit width for each side of a subbasin. 



simulation. The initial depth of the water table in each strip is caidated from the 

baseflow discharges as previously descnied. 

Beginning with the first tune step for the first strip ofgroundwater storage, which 

is located at the subbasin water divide, the foliowing processes occur. The amount of 

water stored in the first strip drains into the second strip. The amount of draining water 

can be caldateci by Equation 3.15. At the same time, the depth of the groundwater table 

in the fkst strip is reduced and causes the change in the hydraulic gradient. This wili a e c t  

the arnount of seepage in the second t h e  step. W~thin the fust time sep, pipeflow and 

evapotranspiration take place at the top soil layer. The water lefi over from pipeflow and 

evapotranspiration infiltrates into the s o l  The infïltrating water takes some time to reach 

the groundwater table of the first strip, depending on the depth from the topsoil layer to 

the groundwater table and the hydraulic conductivity of the soi1 matrix in the vertical 

direction. If the iditrating water reaches the groundwater table of the first strip, it will 

increase groundwater storage, increase the depth of the groundwater table and increase 

the amount of cirairing water. If the infiltratkg water does not reach the groundwater 

table of the first stnp, there will be no increase in groundwater storage and the draining 

process contirnies. The caiculation is repeated for the second strip and so on und the last 

strip (located at the Stream charnel) is reached The caiculation is repeated for the second 

time step und the last time step is completed, then the seepage hydrogaphs can be 

calculated. This seepage water is the lateral iaflow into the Stream element. 



9. Channel Routing 

Outaow nom a stream element can be solved by using the Saint-Venant Equations 

of wntinuity and momenturn as foliows (Viessman et al., 1989): 

where 

h = flow depth (m); 

V = flow velocity ( d s ) ;  and 

IL = lateral inflow rate per unit length of the element (m3/s/m); 

P = wetted or shear perimeter of the flow (m); 

g = gravitational acceleration (mis2); 

S = bed slope; 

n = Manning's coefficient of roughness. 

Solution of Equations 3 -29 and 3 -30 requires a known value of the wetted 

peheter  (P) for each stream element. ï h e  width to depth ratio is usually large in most 

natural chme1s, therefore it is reasonable to use Stream width as the wetted perimeter 

(Vïessman et aL, 1989). Measurhg stream width cm be accomplished in the field, 

however it is a laborious and expensive undertaking. Another method is to measure 

widths on scaled aeriai photographs. AIternatively in this investigation, the width of each 

stream was calculated by assuming that each stream is fomed between two sloping planes 



of subbasin The siopes of subbasins were derived fkom digital terrain elevation data 

@TED). Individual Stream depths were obtained through a trial and error process of 

matchmg flow rate caldated by Equations 3 -29 and 3.30 to that cdculated directly from 

trial flow depth. This proved to be tedious and required a long computing tirne. An 

efficient subrouthe code to perfonn the caldation would be necessary. However, it 

works well for a mountainous area where dopes are steep, but is not recornmended for 

flatter terrain where DTED are not accurate enough (Jenson and Domhue, 1988). 

Solving the Saint-Vennant equations requires the foiiowing initial and boundq 

conditions (Szymiuewicz, 1 99 1): 

1. The channel flow in each stream element is initialiy equd to base flow (initial 

condition). There is no idow at Stream ridge nodes at ali times (boundary condition). 

2. For each junction node, there is no storage because the node length is very small 

compared to the Iength of the Stream element. Therefore, total innow is equal to total 

outfîow at junction nodes. 

3. At the junction node, the flow depth (or the elevation of the water surface) is the same. 

PARAMETER CALIBRATION 

The model proposed in this investigation uses parameters which may be estimated 

or measured in the field. However, because the parameters are applied over the entire 

watershed, some form of calibration is necessary. Once parameters have been derived for 

a particular set of land covers, the model may be applied to other watersheds which 



contain the same land covers without any W e r  calibration (Kite, 1995). The list of 

parameters are shown in Table 3.4. 

In preparation for the parameter calibraîion, an objective hct ion  and calibration 

methods must be selected. The objective hc t ion  used in this study is the least square 

error hction which takes the form: 

2 0.5 
f = 1 / N P ( Q o  - Qi) 1 (3.3 1) 

where 

f = the objective ninction; 

Qo = observed (recorded) flow rate; 

Q, = sirnulated flow rate of the observation i; and 

N = total numbers of observations. 

Two parameter calibration methods are proposed: genetic algorithm (AG) method; 

and Rosenbrock's method. First the genetic algorithm is used to fhd an optimum region 

in the parameter space. And ne- Rosenbrock's method is used to refine and search for 

the specific optimum point. Each method is explained as follows. 

1. Geoetic Algorithm 

The genetic algorithm mers  fkom other search methods in that it searches among 

a population of points and works with a coding of the parameter set, rather than the 

parameter values themselves. The genetic aigorithm is a search procedure based on the 

process of natural selection and natural genetics (Goldberg, 1989). This is similar to the 



Table 3 -4. Parameter iist 

Initial content of snow siorage (mm) measurement 
Initial content of d a c e  storage (mm) cali'bration 
Initial content of groundwater storage (mm) calr'bration 
Maximum deqth of gromidwater storage (m) 1 estimation/cali%ration 

1 Saturatai hydrauiic conductivitg of p;rodwater storage (II11TI/d) 1 measmement/calcnlation 1 
1 Snowmcit rate (mm/dPC) 1 cali'bration I 

1 Proportion d pund siorage to -off 1 mlibration 1 
Rain/snow division temperature (T) 
EbhWI rnuitipiication factor 

caliiration 
caü'bration 

Overiand flow roughness 
Manning's Mefflcient of ronghness 

calibrafion 
caii'bration 



biological principle that only good parents are likely to produce good offsprings and only 

good offsprings are Iikely to survive and reproduce. 

Comparing the genetic algonthm to the breeding of animals: An animal consists of 

a number of chromosomes which are considered to be the building blocks of iife. A 

chromosome has a unique coding. In breeding a good animal, a -ber of good parents 

are selected among the a d  population of the same type. These parents give a number 

of offsprings, ody good offsprings are selected for fbrther production and deficient 

offsprings are left out. The animal population is then replaced with new offsprings. A 

number of good parents are again selected among the new animal population and the 

breeding process is repeated. It is expected that the new animal population is better than 

the previous. At the end of severd breeding cycles, the best animal is expected to be 

produced. 

In parameter calibration, an animal is analogous to a value point calculated by the 

objective hc t ion  (Equation 3.3 1). A chromosome is similar to a parameter. Animal 

breeding is like generating a new animal (point) by manipulating chromosome codhg 

(parameter coding) of its parents (two selected points). A good animal is a point having a 

small objective bc t ion  value, while a deficient animal is a point having a large objective 

fimction value. A set of points cm be considered as coordinates of the parameter space, 

as shown in Figure 3.6. 

In the genetic algorithm, an initial population of 'm' points are selected randomly. 

Within the population, two random points are selected, with better points having higher 

chances of selection The t ~ o  selected points are used to generate a new 



Figure 3.6. A set of points having the values calculated from the objective function 

Fundion value 

+ + 

+ + 
Parameter 1 

Parameter 2 



ph. The p r o c h  is repeated u d  a new population of 'm' poims is generated. The 

genetated points are expected to bave d e r  objective fiiaction vahies than those of the 

previous ones. The new population of 'm' points can again be used to generate aaother 

population of 'm' points and so on, with new points closer to the minimum objective 

hct ion vahies. 

In order to use the genetic algorithm, parameter coding r i  be carrieci out. In 

this case, b i .  coding is used. A ten-bit binary number, which covers the vaiues between 

O and 1023, is used to represent the parameter (s) and the parameter range (Ax,) between 

ai and bi. The parameter range can be abdivideci into 2'' = 1024 points having the 

discretkation imervai of Ax, = (bi - ai)/ 1 023. The parameter coding is shown in Table 3.5. 

Optimization beghswith the h C a o n f = ~ x i ,  xi_*, ... LI, t), and let ai and bi be 

the Iower and the upper limits of the parameter respectively where i ranges nom 1 to n 

(total number of parameters). The objective is to fuid a set of parameter values which 

gives the mininnun vaiue of the hction f Steps of searching c m  be  explained as  foiiows: 

1. Generate a population of m points in the parameter space. 

2. Caiatiate the d u e  of the objective hc t ion  for each point. 

3. Rank the points so that the objective fiindon values are in descendhg order. 

4. M g n  a probabdity d u e  pj to each point, giving the higher probability to the points 

having low objective hction vahies. The point k i n g  the iargest objective b c b o n  

value is ranked with j = 1 and the d e s t  probability = pi. The  point having the 

d e s t  objective funceion d e  is ranked with j = m and the largest probability = pm. 

The probability vaiues of other points are interpolateci by pj = pi + @, - PI)& 1 Mm- 1)- 



Table 3.5. Parameter wding for the ten-bit binary number. 

Binary code Integex value Parameter value 
0000000000 O a; 



Assign the constant value (Um) to the maximum probability p, in order to adjust the 

searching rate. To avoid a negative value of probability, the value of C m u t  be equal 

to or less than 2.0. In this study C = 2.0 was used. Therefore p, = 2 . 0 h  and pi = 0. 

5. Randomly select two points (A and B) among the population of m points in the 

parameter space according to the probabiiity distribution used (in this case the 

Gaussian f'unction). 

6.  For each parameter, randomly select two bit numbers (kl and k2). 

7. Generate a new point by taking the values of the bits nom kl to (kz- 1) of point A and 

from k2 to 10 and from 1 to &-1) of point B. For example, if kt = 3 and k2 = 7 are 

randomly selected, then bit numbers 3,4, 5,6  of the coding of the point A and the bit 

numbers 1, 2, 7, 8, 9, 10 of the coding of point B are selected. A new point is 

generated by using the vahies of bit numbers 3, 4, 5, 6 of point A and bit numbers 1,2, 

7, 8, 9, 10 of point B as shown in Figure 3.7. 

8. When a small probability pm 5 0.0 1 is found, change some of the bit values of the 

generated point by assigning O to the bit value of 1 and vice versa. 

9. Repeat steps 5 to 8 m times so that a new population of m points are generated. The 

previous population is replaced by the new population, forming a new data set for 

M e r  searching. 

10.Repeat steps 2 to 9 and record every best point. The search is completed when the 

best point has the objective hc t ion  value smailer than the tolerance set by the user. 



Point A 

New point 

Point B 

o...... ~ o l o ~ ~ ~ l ~ o ~ o ~ l l l ~ o l l J  a. a.... 

Figure 3.7. Generating a new point fiom a good parents A and B. 



From the aigorithm, it can be seen that better points have better chances of being 

chosen to produce new points. ïhis concept is similar to the &al of the &test in 

natuml selectio~ The forming of a new point by taking different bit values from the 

parents is similar to crossover in genetic theory. The generated points improve as the 

process continues. The change of bit values in step 8 is sirnitar to the mutation of genes. 

2. Rosenbmck's Method 

Rosenbrock (1960) proposed an optimi7iition method of direct searching for the 

minimum value of an objective hc t ion  (least-square emor fùndon). h i e  to its simpiicity 

and rapid movement toward the minimum vaiue, this method is widely used in current 

hydrologic models. The algorithm involves changing the values of parameters by rotating 

the parameter axis until the minimum value of the objective b a i o n  is reached. For a 

given stage, the search moves from the base point dong each parameter axis and 

caldates the change in the objective h c t i o n  (Figure 3 -8). lf the caldated objective 

fùnction is srnalier than the previous one, the triai is a success. The search then continues 

and the step size is increased by multiplying the increment by a factor of 3 (suggested by 

Rosenbrock, 1 960). If the calculated objective function is larger than the previous one, 

the trial is a failure. The search moves backward with a decreased step of -0.5 times the 

increment (suggested by Rosenbrock, 1960). The stage is complete when the trial 

movements have at least one success and one fdure in each direction The procedure is 

then repeated with a new base point until the calculated objective hc t ion  is iess than a 

desired tolerance. A single nui of this rnethod does not guarantee mccess, as the 



Figure 3.8. Searching for a point of minimum objective fiindon using Rosenbrock ' s 
method. 



calailateci point may be ody a locai minimum and not the absolute minirmun value of the 

hc t ion  Therdore, the calibration is carrieci out severai h e s  by changing inaial 

parameter values. 

SIMULATION OF OUTFLOW HYDROGRAPHS 

The caldation for each part of the mode1 has been discussed. The watershed 

sirdation requires the combination of each caldation. Steps of simulation can be 

described as foiiows. 

Cansider one side of subbasin 1, calailate initial depth of the groundwater table and 

the saturated hydraulic conductkity nom the baseflow discharge. 

Within time step 1, divide subbasin 1 imo a number of strips as shown in Figure 3.5. 

The travel t h e  for the water to flow through each strip must be longer than the rime 

step (one day). 

Beginning with strip 1, which is located at the water divide, calculate seepage. 

Repeat step 3 until the last strip, located at the Stream, is reached. Then the seepage 

fkom one side of subbasin 1 at time step 1 can be obtained. This seepage is 

considered to be one-half of the Iateral inflow into the stream eiement . 

Repeat steps 2, 3, and 4 for time seps 2, 3, 4.... until the last time step is reached, 

then the hydrograph of the seepage nom one side of subbasin 1 can be obtained. 

Repeat steps 1,2, 3, and 4 for subbasuis 2, 3 , 4  5.. . . until the last sub basin is reached. 

Then the hydrographs of the seepage nom one side of every subbasin in the watershed 

can be obtained. 



Calculate the average length of stream eiernent in the watershed and estimate the 

travel time for the water to flow through this Stream element. 

Wtthin time step 1, subdivide into a number of new time seps such that each new 

time step is shorter than the travel t h e  obtained fkom step 7. 

Begin with new t h e  step 1. perfonnitlg the following operatiom. 

10. Within Stream element 1, calculate the lateral inflow which is equal to twice the 

seepage obtained nom step 6. Calculate the outnow of this Stream element by using 

the finite element method as described in Chapter 6. 

1 1. Repeat step 10 for Stream eiements 2, 3,4, . .. . until the last s tem element is reached. 

Then the outfiow at the watershed outlet of the new time step 1 can be obtained. 

12. Repeat steps 9, 10, and 11 for new time steps 2, 3, 4 ,...... until the last new Ume aep 

of time step 1 is reached. Then the outnow discharge at the watershed outlet of time 

step 1 is obtained. 

13. Repeat steps 8, 9, 10, and 11 for tirne steps 2, 3, 4, ..... until the last t h e  step is 

reached. Then the outflow hydrograph at the watershed outlet can be obtained. 



C W T E R  4 

REMOTE SENSlNG 

A great deal of information pertaining to the hydrology of a watershed can be 

obtained by usuig rernote sensing techniques. Remote senshg is the science of collecting 

physical data without touching the object observed (Fisher, 1975). Remote sensing began 

with taking pictures fkom a balIoon and evolved to aerial photographs taken fkom 

airplanes. In 1972, the launchuig of landsat-1 (land satellite for resources survey) began a 

new era in remote sensing. It was then possible to make systematic observations of the 

eanh's surface using an orbiting satellite. In this study, most of the review is based on 

NOAA (1 986), Jenson (1 986) and Engman and Gurney (199 1). This chapter describes 

the nature of remotely sensed data, its preparatioq the method of land cover classification 

using this type of data, and the role of remote sensing as applied to hydrologie modeling. 

A recently developed method of land cover classification using an art i f id  neural network 

system is dso discussed. 

REMOTE SENSING RESOLUTION 

The sensors mounted onboard the Landsat satellite receive electromagnetic signals 

reflected Born the earth's surface. The signais received by Landsat can be resolved in four 

ways: temporal, spatial, radiometnc, and spectral. 



1. Temporai Resdotion 

The temporal resohition of Laadsat images is set by the time between 

obsewations. A sun-synchronous Landsat orbit is selected which covers the earth's 

surface at a constant angle with the solar beam The orbit has a 99' inclination and 

crosses the equator at an angle of 9" fiom normal. This allows Landsat to detect every 

point on the earth's surf'kcx at a local time between 9:42 am at the equator and 12:32 pm 

at the north and south poles. 

The period of orbiting is fixed by the altitude of orbit. For example, Landsat-5 

orbits the earth a .  an altitude of 699.62 km and has a coverage cycle that r e t m  to the 

same location wery 16 days (NOAq 1986). 

2. Spitiai Resolution 

The spaaal resolution is determinecl by the effective size of image eiements 

(pixels). The scanning device in Landsats have an "instantaneous field of view" (IFOV), 

which covers a nuface area at a @en time depending on the altitude of orbit and the 

optical system onboard. The IFOV of Landsats-1,2,3 cover an area of 99x 185 km2. The 

image resohtion is approdely  80 m for Landsats- 1 and 2, aud 40 m for Landsat-3. 

The dtispecnal  scanner (MSS) mounted onboard Laodsats-3,4 and 5 can detect four 

electromagnetic specmim regions (bands) in digital format at a resolution of 79x56 m2 

pkel size. Landsat-4 was mounted with a thematic mapper (TM) which improves 

resoiution to 30x30 m2 pixel Zze. This resolution is used as the standard element size of 

digital elevation models @EMS) for the US. Geological Survey. 



3. Radiometric Resolution 

Radiometric resolution desaibes the sensitivity of a seasor to Merentate the 

si@ strength refiected or emined fkom ciiffiirent objects. Higher radiometric resolution 

@es better signal discrimination. The muitispectral scanner (MSS) uses 7 bits to record 

data and the TM uses 8 bits. The TM &es higher radiometric resolution because it can 

record brightuess values ranging from 0-255. 

4. Spectrai Resolution 

Spectral resolution describes the ability of a sensor to differentiate wavelength 

intervals (bands). The sensor is designeci to receive certain wavelength intervals. The 

MSS receives four bands: green, red, and two bands of near infiared. The TM cm receive 

seven bands: blue, green, r d ,  near infiared, mid-idhred, far-infiared, and thermal. 

PREPARATION OF REMOTELY SENSED DATA 

Before Landsat images can be used, they must be adjusted for both radiometric 

and geometric adjustments. Radiometric adjustments are necessary because the satellite 

sensor does not receive the fidi amount of energy radiated or reflected fkom earth surfaces. 

A portion of the reflected energy is scattered in the atmosphere and there is some loss due 

to absorption by humidity in the air. These effects alter the brightness values and may 

cause incorrect values. Common methods used for the radiometric adjustment are 

histogram and regression methods. In the histogram method, al1 brightness values in the 

image are subtracted by a constant. In the regression method, the brightoess values of d 



pixels are adjusted by a regression relatioaship. However, some researchers believe that 

there is no need to make radiometric adjustrnents &au, 1991) because this type of m o r  is 

constant and some method of classi£ication, such as a r t i f i d  narai network systerns, can 

combine the error into the connedon weights between neurons. 

The geometric adjustrnent is necessary because of the inclination of the Landsat 

orbit around the earth. While the Landsat sensor is recording data from the earth's 

surface, it moves relative to the earth's rotation and this causes a degree of image 

distortion. The Landsat image is a trapezoid defined by the latitude-longitude system. 

The Landsat image becomes a trapezoid when it is close to the north or south poles. The 

geometric correction converts these coordinates into a rectanguiar system known as the 

universal transverse mercator 0. The geometric correction rnakes image area 

planametric and reduces distortion caused by displacement of topographie relief images 

(Lay 1991). 

The UTM coordinate system is widely used in remote sensing because it provides a 

reference for combination with other data, such as the U.S. Geological Survey digital 

elevation data and base maps. The Mercator projection is made to a cylindrical tangent 

dong a meridian. Distances used in the UTM are measured in meters fiom West to east 

(known as easting) and are based on the distance dong the Equator as the horizontal m i s  

of the grid system. Distances measured from south to north (known as northing) are 

constant over the projection. By specifying the UTM grid zone and the easting and 

northing distance, any point of the üTM grid can be located. 



Geometric correction can be accomplished by two steps: spatiai interpolation and 

resampling . 

1. Spatial Interpolrtioo 

Spatial interpolation requires ground control points on the original Landsat images 

and their corresponding points on a reference map to be selected and substituted into a 

polynomial equation as follows. 

x' = ao + six+ aiy (4- 2 1 

y' = bo + bix + b2y (4-2) 

where 

x', y' = eastings and northings of selected ground controlled points on the reference map; 

>5 y = rows and columns of the same ground controlied points on the original Landsat 

images. 

By substituthg values of x, y, x', and y into Equations 4.1 and 4.2, the coefficients 

%, ai, a*, bo, bi, and b2 can be solved. Through substitution of the known values of the 

coefficients ao, ai, az, bo, bi, and b2 into Equations 4.1 and 4.2, Landsat images having the 

same scde and positions as the reference map can be obtained. The seiected ground 

control points (such as road intersections, Stream intersections, dams, etc) should be easily 

identifiable on both Landsat images and the reference map. In some cases, errors of the 

t rdonnat ion may be excessive. To lessen the ovedi error of transformation, the 

foliowing procedures can be performed: (1) delete the ground control point that has the 



highest i.dividual error; (2) recalculate the wefFxcients of Equations 4.1 and 4.2; and (3) 

recaicuIate the root-mean-square error. The procedure stops when an acceptable mot- 

mean-square mor  is obtaiaed. 

Most GIS software packages such as ARClIMO and IDRISI can perform tbis 

geometric correction In this study, the IDRISI was used. 

2. Resampling 

After Landsat images have been corrected to fit the reference map, the next step is 

to adjust the spectral reflectaoce of each pixel to match its actual location on the map. 

This can be done by the resarnphg method. Brightness values of original image locations 

are placed on the locations in the corrected images. In this study, the method uses the 

brightness values of pixels in the input image that have locations closest to the pixels in the 

output images. In this study IDRISI was used. 

THE ROLE OF REMOTE SENSING IN HYDROLOGIC MODELING 

Each object has a unique specuai refiectance - similar to each person having a 

unique fingerprint. W~th this property, land covers can be classified using Landsat images. 

Several attempts have been made to appiy Landsat images in hydrologie modeling. For 

example, Zevenbergen (1 985) developed a regression model to estimate Soi1 Consenration 

Senice (SCS) m e  numbers (CNs) with a Landsat (MSS) derived reflectance index 

modeL His regression model showed that CNs are strongly related to the ratio between 

Sared radiation and red light. Emanichi et ai. (1 997) used the method of back 



propagation of an arbficial n e d  network system to estimate the C N s  nom Landsat (TM) 

images. The study showed tbt, when comparai to minimum distance to mean and 

maximum Wcelihood methods, the back artificial neural network gave better results. 

Outflow hydrographs nom watersheds cannot be directiy obtained fÏom Landsat 

images. The role of remote sensing in hydrologic modeling is to provide input data and 

parameters for hydrologic models. There are o ~ o  main areas where remote sensing can be 

used in hydrologic modeling: (1) to provide input data for empirical flood relationship 

models; and (2) to deheate land covers and use the property of each land cover as hput 

to the model. 

1. Empirid Flood Relationships 

Ernpincal flood relationships are useful for making quick estimates of discharge 

when there is little other information availabIe. Unfortunately, these relationships work 

weU only in the areas where they were developed. Most of these empiricd relationships 

relate peak discharge to the watershed drainage area; and this can be estirnated using 

Landsat images. 

2. Delineating Land Covers 

Land cover is an important chacteristic that affects many aspects of hydrology 

nich as intiltration, erosion, and evapotranspirati~n~ Most physically-based hydrologic 

models derive these data from known l p d  covers. Dihbuted models need specific land 

cover data and their locations within the watershed. Most work in applying remote 



sensing to hydrologic modehg is to estimate the Soii Consmation Service (SCS) curve 

mimbers from known land covers. The SCS mode1 is wideiy used because its parameters 

depend ody on land «>vers and soi1 moishue conditions, and it does not require 

hydrologic data for the calïbration- 

Land cover information can be obtained using Landsat images. Landsat images are 

represented by the intensity of electromagnetic energy refl ected fiom earth surfaces and 

are stored as integer munbers between O and 255 (8 bit data). There are two methods of 

obtaining hydrologic information nom Landsat images. One method is to classify Landsat 

images into different land covers. Then within each land cover, related hydrologic data 

cover is read from a standard table. The other method is to develop a relationship 

between spectral reflectance and hydrologic inputs fiom a set of "training" data. This 

relationship can be added to the hydrologic modei so that Landsat images can be directly 

used as inputs. 

LAND COVER CLASSIFICATiON 

Land covers cm be identifid and Merentateci by using their unique spectral 

reflectance which appears in Werent bands of Landsat images. This is the "logic behind 

image" classincation. There are two methods of image classification: supe~sed  and 

unsupe~sed ckusification Wrth the m p e ~ s e d  ciass%cation, the user develops "spectrd 

signatures" of known land covers. Then the computer assigns each pixel in the image to 

the cover type in which its signature is most similar. With the unsupeMsed classification, 

the computer groups pixels into categories of simitar signatures. The user then identines 



what those cover types a-dy are. In this study, ody s u p e ~ s e d  classification was used. 

h this way, the ciassifieci land covers can be compared and checked with field 

observations. 

Steps for s u p e ~ s e d  classification can be sumrnarized as foilows: 

1. Select a "training area7' representing each known land cover that cm be identified in 

the Landsat image. 

2. Assign a unique identifier to each land cover. For example, if there are 6 land covers, 

then assign 1 to land cover type 1 ,2  to land cover type 2, and so on. 

3 .  Analyze the pixels within the training area and create a spectral signature for each land 

cover. 

4. Classify the entire image by considering each pixel, one by one, and comparing its 

particuiar signature With each of the known signatures. Then assign it to the cover 

type with the most similar signature. Decisions about the similarity of signatures are 

made through statistical analysis methods known as "classifiers". There are three 

types of comrnonly used classifiers: minimum distance to mean; maximum likelihood; 

and parailelepipeci classifiers. 

In this study, another method of classification using an artificiai neural network 

system is proposed. Severai studies have shown that this method gives better resuits than 

conventional classification methods (Emaruchi et al., 1997). The artinciai neural network 

system ( A N N S )  is discussed as foilows. 



ARTIFXClAt NEURAL NETWORK SYSTEM (ANNS) 

Conventional methods of dtispectral classification (e-g., pardelepiped, 

m~nimum distance to mean, maximum likelihood) cao be successfully used for classaying 

land cover classes. They have several advantages. For example, they work well over a 

wide range of land cover classes, conditions and satellite systems (Bolstad and Lillesand, 

199 1). However, they also have some limitations. In particular, data used must follow 

the Gaussian Distribution Function ûtherwise, errors may occur due to the violation of 

the assurnption used. They also require large numbers of training samples in order to get 

good results. And this can involve more t h e  and expense. 

An improved accuracy of land cover classification using Landsat images has been 

achieved by using an artificial neural network. In many types of classification problerns, 

the Back Propagation Artifïcial Neural Network (BPANN) developed by Rume& et. 

al., (1986) is among the most widely used (Emaruchi et al., 1995). However, using it to 

class@ land cover classes from remotely sensed data is still  in the development stage. 

Thus, more research would be usefid. 

There are a number of studies on the appfication of the BPANN in class@mg land 

cover classes with remotely sensed data. For example, using synthetic aperture radar 

images, Decatur (1989) used the BPANN to classify three land cover classes in the S a .  

Francisco Bay a r a  (urban, park and ocean). He found that the BPANN produced smder 

errors than those fiom the Bayesian classification. Kaneilopoulos et. d.(1991) applied the 

BPANN to classify twenty land cover classes in southem France fkom SPOT images. It 

was found that the BPANN could be used to classe a large number of land cover classes 



with a higher accuracy than conventional methods. Ritter and Hepner (1990) used the 

B M M V  to clas* four land cover classes fiom LANDSAT (TM) h g e s  of the Fort 

Lewis Military Resemation in Washington State. They found that the BPANN approach 

was able to classe the LANDSAT (TM) data more accurately than by using the Bayesian 

statisticai analysis. The BPANN had an accuracy percentage of approximately 70% 

compareci to a 59% accuracy for the Bayesian method. Hepner ( 1 990) found that the 

BPANN required a smaller training data set than did the conventional supervised 

rn;Urimum likelihood classification. 

The BPANN has severai advantages. In partinilar, it gives more accurate results 

than conventionai methods do (Bishof et ai., 1992). It requires a smder training sample 

size (Hepner, 1990) and can be used to classq a Iarger number of land cover classes with 

a higher accuracy (Kanellopoulos et al., 199 1). The distribution of data does not need to 

be represented by the Gaussian Function, as required by some conventionai methods 

(Decatur, 1989). The BPANN cm be used with any data distribution type. 

Before the BPANN can be used, it must be "trained or learned" using a set of 

training samples. The training may require a large nurnber of iterations and this may cause 

the network to become "over trained? This means that the network works well only with 

training data, but not those excluded from the training set. In other words, the network 

fails to generalue. This problem has b e n  realized by some previous studies (e.g., An and 

Chung, 1994). A method to prevent this problem should be investigated. 

Most previous studies have used the same set of trained weights to classitjr 

unlmown land cover classes over entire areas. It was foumi that one set of traiaed weights 



is good for classifying only certain land covers. Theore ,  using the same set ofweights 

to clas@ al1 classes area may not be an appropriate sohitioe To improve the 

performance of the BPANN, a method of obtaining and ushg multiple sets of trained 

weights shouid be investigated. 

The modification of the BPANN proposed here UicIudes prevention of the " 

overtrained" problem and uses different sets of weights for cIass@ng Merent land 

covers. By using the modified BPANN proposed here, resdts of class%cation are 

sigdicandy improved. 

ARTTFICW NEURAL NETWORK SYSTEM FORMULATION 

Artifïcial neural networks are designed to imitate the behavior of the human brain 

They consist of several processing elements which perform in a similar fishion to 

biological neurons. The processing elements (neurons) are organired in groups cded 

layers. Each neuron receives many input paths (dendrites) and combines values (signais) 

of these input paths. The combined input is then modified by a t rader  funaion and sends 

the signal to other newons through comection weights which correspond to the synaptic 

strength of neurai connections. Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show a typical neuron and the 

arrangement of an artincial neural network respedvely. 

, x S  Y xIS-'I I - - - - ?  x:-l1 are outputs from previous neurons (i) of the 

previous layer (s- 1). w::, W: , . . ., w:, . . ., W: are weights of connections between 



Figure 4.1. A typicd processing element (neuron). 
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Figure 4.2. A typicai network architecture. 



present neurons (j) and prewïous neurons (i). The network architecture or the network 

arrangement show in Figure 4.2 conskts of three layers: one input layer, one hidden layer 

and one output layer. It is possible to have more than one bïdden layer, howwer a 

number of studies suggest that one hidden layer is suitable for most muitispectral 

classification problems (e.g., Hepner, 1 990 md Decatur, 1 989). The number of neurons in 

the input layer is usually equal to the number of Landsat spectral bands used. The number 

of neurons in the hidden layer is obtained by trial and error until satisfàctory r d t s  are 

obtained. The number of neurons in the output layer is equd to the number of land covers 

to be classified. 

To Save computing time, the network architecture shouid be as simple as possible. 

Too many layers may cause the network to "get stucif within a locaiized minima, while 

fewer layers wouid not partition the input signai to the degree necessary for the 

development of an interval representation of land cover classes (Hepner, 1990). 

The Back Propagation Artificiai Neural Network (BPANN), developed by 

RumeIhart et al. (1986), is among the most widely used networks in many types of 

classification problems. This type of network can be "trained" or "leamed" by feeding 

output erron (least-square errors between calculated and desired values) back into the 

network in order to adjust connedon weights. The network is said to have been trained 

or learned when the total error is below a tolerance dehed by the user. 

The neural computing consists of two processes: the learning process and the 

caldation process. 



The Iearning process c m  be achieved by using a set of training samples to adjust 

connection weights. A number of pixels are randomly sampled. In each sampled pixel, 

spectral band brightness values and the corresponding known land cover are entered to 

neurons in the input and output layer respectiveiy. Output values fiom the neuroos in the 

input Iayer are set quai to their input values. Each neuron, except those in the input 

layer, traasfers its vaiue to the next neuron by the followïng equations (NeuraiWare, 199 1) 

where 

x = output nom the neuron (j) of the layer (s); 

I;'' = weighted summation of inputs to the neuron (j) of the layer (s); 

wISJ J = weight of comection between the neuron (i) of the layer (s) to the neuron (i) of 

the layer (s- 1 ); 

xp-ll = 
I 

output of the neuron (i) in layer (s-1); 

ns = total mimber of layers. 

Due to the nature of Equation 4.3, if inputs to the eqpation are too large, there wili 

be no Merences arnong outputs. This causes the network to become "saturated" at a 



catain value and it fZ.is to da*. Thedore in order to avoid the "saturation" problexn, 

inputs, outputs and initial comection weights must be munbers. 

The learning process can be achieved by adjustllig conneaion weights using the 

foiiowing equations (Zurada, 1992): 

For neurons in the output layer: 

A *  I = lCmj * eFb' 1 x/l 
4 

For other nauons layer: 

14 1-11 awfl = ~ c w f  e, x, 

The network error and neuron error are detined by NeuraiWare ( 1  99 1 ) as: 

where 

E = total error, 

e['] = navon error (local mm) at newon (i) in layer (s); 
3 

dk = desired output due; 

AW;~ = change in comection weight; and 

lcuef = leaming coefficient. 



Equations 4.5 and 4.6 are used to adjust weights (adjusteci weight = old weight + 

change in weight). The iterations are repeated util the total error is below the tolerance 

defineci by the user. The network is then considered to bave been trained or learned. 

2, Classification Process 

The classification process can be achiwed by using the trained weights to class@ 

land cover types. Spectral band brightness vaiues are entered to neurons in the input layer 

while the classifiw land covers are obtauied at output neurons. The classifiai land covers 

are then used with other information to obtain inputs for the hydrologie modeiing. A 

computer source code used for the land cover classification by using the artificial neural 

network systern is shown in the Appendix. 



CHAPTER 5 

STREAM NETWORK SYSTEM 

A great deal of information on land d a c e  morphology (such as ndges, streams, 

and watershed and subbasin boundaries) cm be derived Corn the digital terrain elevation 

data @TED) (Douglas, 1986). DTED is considered to be a new form of elevation data 

which are easily utilized with available GIS packages. The DTED files used in this 

investigation were supplied by the Natiod Hydrology Research lnstitute, Environment 

Canada. Each DTED file covers an area of one degree by one degree. The grid spacing 

(resolution) for each file is 6x3 arc seconds, or about 90 m. Each file has 601 columns by 

120 1 rows. The header of the file contains 3 508 bytes in ASCII text format, foiiowed by 

binary elwation data arranged by colurnns (bottom to top and left to right). The 3508 

bytes header gives information about the elevation data. Each column has eight heading 

bytes and four taiiing bytes which are not part of the elevation data; these must be 

removed. The elevation data are stored as two byte unsigned integers, with the higher 

order byte first. 

Each DTED file can be coosidered as an image. Each pixel in the DTED file has 

coordinates (x, y) and the elevation above mean sea level is equivdent to the brightness 

value of each pixel. Therefore, the method of Digital Image Processing may be used to 

d y z e  the DTED file. Additionally, this chapter explains methods of removing data 

noises, as well as methods for extracting and adjusting hydrologie f-es fiom DTED. 



PREPARATION OF DATA 

Two processes are required for preparing the DTED: transforming coordinates and 

removing noise. 

1. Transforming Coordinates 

The original DTED is in latitude-longitude coordinates. Most of the existing base 

maps, for example the Canadian topographic map (scaie 1: 250000), are in universal 

transverse mercater (UTM) coordinates. Therefore, in order to make the DTED 

compatible with m g  base maps, the DTED coordinates must be trderred to the 

UTM coordinates. This is very u s a  in sharing information between the DTED and base 

maps. Most GIS software packages can be used to convert latitude-longitude coordinates 

to UTM coordinates. In this study, a cornputer source code as shown in AppendDt. was 

used. 

2. Removing Data Noises 

Raw DTED rnay contain noise, usudy in the fonn of zero-value pixels, which 

occurs during the processes of coiiecting, trandorming, analyzing and noring the 

elevation data. Before the DTED can be used, ail noise must be removed. It is generally 

recognized that depressions in the DTED are the main problem in determining flow 

directions. These depressions must be filled before flow can continue. Depression pixels 

may be caused by data errors introduced in the surface generation process, while others 

may represent real topographic features such as gUames or natural potholes. 



A number of studies have been made on removing depressions by smoothing the 

data (for example Mark, 1983). Howwer, the smoothing method can remove only 

shallow depressions while deeper depressions still rernain. Another method is to £ili 

depressions by assigning new values to depression pixels having the lowest value found 

along the depression boundary (Jasen and Trautwein, 1987). This method is used in the 

present study because it can fdl a group of depression pixels rather tban a single pixel 

which occur in many places throughout the watershed. The method of filhg depression 

pixels can be explaineci as follows (Jenson and Domingue, 1988): 

1. FU each depression pkel by assigning it the elevation value of its lowest neighboring 

pixel. 

2. Calculate fiow directions. 

3.  For every connected group of pixels that has no flow direction, find a group of pixels 

that are part of their watershed. 

4. Constnict a table containing pour point elevations between d watersheds that share 

the same boundary. 

5. For each watershed, select the pour point that has the lowest elevation. 

6. For each watershed, trace along the path of the lowest pour points until the edge of the 

data set is reached, then go to step 7. If the path loops back on itself, go to step 6(a). 

6(a) FU( paths that loop back on themselves by aggregating the watersheds which 

comprise the loop, deletïng pour points between group members nom the table. 

Recalculate the lowest pour point for the new aggregated watershed and resume 

foliowing the path of lowest pour points. 



7. In each watershed's path oflowest pour points, find the point that has the highest 

elevation and raise all other pixels in the watershed up to this elevation. 

M e r  complethg the procedures, the DTED is considered depressiodess and is 

ready for the extraction of hydrologic features. 

EXTRACTING HYDROLOGIC FEATURES 

Hydrologie features required for the mode1 developed in this study are subbasin 

ara; average slope and length of each side of the subbasin; and length and slope of each 

Stream element. Most hydrologic features can be extracted from the DTED after 

removing al1 noise. In doing so, an overlay showing the flow direction and the flow 

accumulation of each pixel must be created. Then the required features c m  be extracted 

from the flow accumulation map by assigning certain conditions. The method of 

extracthg hydrologic features can be srplained as follows. 

1. Flow Direction 

Flow direction of a pixel refers to the direction which water flows out of that pixel. 

The fiow direction is assigned by integer numbers as shown in Figure 5.1. For example, if 

the water in pixel (p) flows to the right, its flow direction is encoded as 2. Therefore the 

value of the center pixel (pixel p) is 2. Flow direction encoding is done in this way 

(powers of two) so that surrounding conditions are unique in their values when the powers 

of two are summed for any unique set of neighbors. Four conditions of flow 



Figure 5.1 . Encoded numbers for assigrhg the flow direction. 



can be determined. Condition (1) occurs when ali neighboring pixels are higher than Pkel 

p. ln this case, the flow direction is assigned with a negative vahie indicating an undefined 

flow direction. Condition (2) occurs when the slope from Pixel p to one neighboring pixel 

is higher than the slopes fiom Pixel p to other swen neighboring pixels. In this case, the 

DTED pixel located at the Pixel p is assigned with the value of that pixel. For example. if 

the siope Corn Pkel p to Pixel 4 in Figure 5.1 is the largest, then the DTED pixel at Pixel 

p is 4. Condition (3) occurs when two or more slopes from Pixel p to neighboring pixels 

are equal. In other words, there are two or more fiow directions having the same chance 

that the water can flow out of Pixel p. In this case, Pixel p is assigned under the 

prescribed condition. For example, ifthe slopes from Pixel p to Pixels 2.4 and 8 are the 

same, then the DTED pixel at Pkel p will be assigned as 4 (middle direction between 2 

and 8). Condition (4) occurs when all neighbor pixels have equal or higher elevation than 

that of Pixel p. In this case, Pixel p is located in a flat area. The DTED pixel located at 

Pixel p is assigned with the vahie of the neighboring pixel that does not point back to Pixel 

p. For exampie, if Pixels 2, 4, and 8 have the same elevation as Pixel p and Pixels 1, 16, 

32, 64, and 128 are higher than Pkel p, then the DTED pixel located at Pkel p is assigned 

with 4 which is the middle direction and does not point back to Pixel p. Repeat the 

procedures until all DTED pixels have been assigned with flow directions. Any pixels that 

do not have flow directions are assigned with a negative value. In ARC/[NFO, the 

fùnction "fiowdirection( )" can be used to create flow direction overlays. 



2. Flow Accumulation 

The fiow acaimulation of a pixel refers to the total number of pkeis that drain the 

water into that pixel. For example $Pixel p has a fiow a d a t i o n  of 200, this means 

that Pixd p receives the drainhg water from 200 pixels above it. Thedore, downstream 

pixels have higher flow accumulation than those of upstream pixels. The pixel located at a 

watershed outlet has the highest fiow accumulation, wbile the pixel located at a stream 

head has the srniillest flow accumulation. Cdculation of flow accumulation is carried out 

one pixel at a t h e  by following the flow direction to next pixels and at the same Mie  

increasing the value of 1 to these pixels which are located dong the flowpath. By 

repeatïng the procedures for the next pixels, then the flow accumulation overlay can be 

created. In ARC/ïNFO, the fiindon "flowaccumulation( )" can be used to create flow 

accumulation overlays. 

3. Ridge Lines 

M e r  obtaining the fiow accumulation image. it is possible to draw ridge h e s  or 

subbasin boundaries. This is done by tracing dong pixels whose flow accumulation value 

is zero. In the flow accumuiation overlay, assign the vaiue of one to pixels with zero fl ow 

accumulation and assign the value of zero to the nonzero flow acCUIIlUlations. The 

overlay of subbash boundaries can then be obtained. 



4. Stream Lines 

Stream elements are derked nom flow accumulation data by selecting pixels that 

have a value of flow a c c d a t i o n  which is larger than a k t - o f f  value. S e l d o n  of an 

appropriate -off value is very important. If the ait-off value is too small, more streams 

will be selected and the network may be exceedingly complex. I f  the cut-off value is too 

large, only a s m d  number of streams will be seleded and critical details may be lost. 

Figure 5.2 shows the &éct of ait-oEvahie for flow accumulation on a Stream network 

system There are no speafc criteria for s e l h g  a suitabte cut-off value as the basis for 

drawing the Stream network. A suitable cut-off value which produces a Stream network 

that is neither too complex nor too sparse is left for users to decide. 

DATA REFINWG 

The Stream and ndge lines obtained frorn flow accumulation data may contain 

noise, u s d y  in the fonn of islanded pixels with discomected hes .  Additionally, some 

parts of the stream and ridge lines rnay be overiy thick (more than one pixel). Noise and 

line thickness may cause problems in extracthg the hydrologie features. Before stream 

and ridge lines cm be used, they must be refined to remove noise and thickness. The 

method of refining the data cm be srplained as foilows. 

1. Removing noises 

A square window is selected as a tool to remove noises. The size of the selected 

window is very important. If the window is too small, some large noises will remain and 



Figure 5.2. A Stream network derived by using different cLcut-off' values of stream 
accumulation (a) using a srnall cutsff value, (b) using a large cut-off value. 



if the window is too large, some important hydrologie features required for the andysis 

will be lost. An appropriate size ofthe wiodow can be obtained by trial and enor until a 

satisfactory result is obtain. Noises are removed by moving the window over the image 

and deleting aü "islanded" pixels found in the window. 

2. Thinning a Iine 

Each ndge and stream h e  should be represented by a Iine or m e  of one-pixel 

size only. This is necessary to satisfy the assumption of one dimensional flow and to 

facilitate the automatic caldations designed for the rnodel. Ifany portion of the fine has a 

thickness of more than one pixel it mst be "thimed" before caidations begin. Thuining 

is an imponant preprocessing procedure for many image analysis problems. It can be used 

to compress input data and it assists with image feature extraction Thinning is generaiiy 

regarded as a process of deleting boundary pixels, without locdy discomecting 

neighbo~g pixels, und  aU lines or cuwes are of one-pixel width (Yu and Tsai, 1990). It 

is a process of identlfying which pixels can be removed and which must be preserved. 

This must be done under certain constraints, nich as preserving the comectivity. The 

thinning method proposed here is to " peel" the boundaries away untii a Line or curve of 

only one pixel size remains. The procedure can be explained as foliows. 

Assign 1 to ai i  pixels of a h e  requiring thinning and assign O to background pixels. 

Let f&y) represent the value of a pixei at coordinates (q y). For each pixel in the image, 

perfom the partial derivative with respect to the x and y directions as follows. Construct 



a window of 3 x3 pixel size (as shown in Figure 5.3) and move the window over the 

overlay. The partial derivative cm be caldateci as follows: 

If the partial derivative of the pixel is equal to zero, then assign O to Pixel p5 - 

otherwise assign a flag value. Repeat calculating the partial derivative and assignhg the 

flag value mtil ail pixels in the overlay are processed, then assign zero to al1 flagged 

pixels. Repeat the procedures untii no thickness larger than one pixel size can be found 

throughout the image. 

3. Joining a line 

In some cases, Stream and ridge Lines may not be connecte4 usudy on flat areas 

because the flow direction over the flat areas cannot be correctly determineci. The method 

of joining broken lines mua be carrieci out. The procedures can be explained as follows. 

AU end pixels must be selected by moving a window having the size of 3 x3 pixels over the 

image. An end pixel is the pixel located at the center of the window and the sum of dl 

non-zero pixels in the window equals 2. Draw a shortest line joining between each pair of 

end pixels, then the discomected hes can be comected. 

A source code for removing noises, thinning lines and joining lines is shown in the 

Appendix. 



Figure 5.3. A window of 3 x3 pixel size where h is the resolutioo of each pixel. 



4. Calcdating the Iength and slope of a stnrm elemeat 

The procedure requires one "stamngl' pixel and one "ending" pixel. The starting 

pixel, the ending pixel and the Stream pixels should be assigned dBerent values. For 

example, the values of the starting pixel the Stream pixels and the ending pixel may be 

assigned 1, 2, and 3 respectnely. Set a window of 3x3 pkel size and place the center 

pkel of the window at the startllig pixel of the overlay. Find the values of the eight 

neighboring pixels. Ifa neighboring pkel having the value of 2 is found, a fiag value is 

given to this pixel- If the flagged pixel is found in a diagonal direction., the length of 1.4 14 

times the pixel size is added to the existing calculated length. If the flagged pixel is found 

in either the vertid or horizontal direction, the length of one pixei size is added to the 

existing calculated leagth. The window is then moved to the next pixel by placing the 

center pixel of the window at the flagged pixel of the image. The procedure is repeated 

until the ending pixel is found. The stream element length can then be calculated. 

The average slope of a stream element is calculated by dividing the difference 

between the elevation of the " s t d n g "  pkel and the "enduig" pixel by the length of the 

stream element . 

5. Calculating the area, the length of overiaad flow path, and the dope of overland 

flow plane of a subbasin 

In this investigation, the term "subbasin" refers to the watershed area of a Stream 

element. After obtaining the stream elements for the entire watershed, subbasins cm be 

drawn by using stream elements as "starter" pixels. For each stream elernent, starting with 



the smdest stream element ID, "region growingn is carried out und  the ridge line is 

reached. This d g e  line is the subbasin boundary of that stream element. Region growing 

can be h e d  out by inchidhg ali pixels having vahies equal to or larger than the starter 

pixels - in this case, the pixels of a stream element. For a systematic operation, aU pixels 

in the subbasin are assigned a vahie the same as that of the Stream element ID. The 

procedures are repeated for the next stream elements und aU stream elements have been 

processed. The subbasin overlay can then be obtained. 

The area of each subbasin is catdated by dt ip ly ing  the number of pixels with 

the same ID by the area of each pixel. The length of the overiand fiow path is calcufated 

by dividing one half of the subbasin area by the length of its stream element. The average 

vailey dope of the subbasin is calculated by averaging the slopes (kom the stream element 

to the subbasin boundary) ofeach flowpath. A source code for calculaMg lengths and 

slopes of Stream elements, areas of subbasins, lengths and slopes of overiand flow path is 

inciuded in the AppendDr 

6. Watershed Delineation 

The drawing of watershed areas requires ffow direction data and a "starter" data 

set. Any pixels within a watershed, such as locations of hydrologic stations, sampling 

points, or streams, can be used as "starter pixels". The method is described as foilows. 

Assign a unique value of -1 to aü starter pixels. Beginning with a starter pixel, find 

a neighboring pixel which has the flow direction pointing to this starter pixel and assign 

the vahie 1 to this pixel. The starter area is then expanded, pixel by pixel, for each 



iteration. The procedure is repeated util the expanding stops. The watershed area is then 

drawn. The next step is to draw a watershed boundary around the obtained area. This 

can be done by using the method of edge detection (e.g. G o d e s  and Wmtz, 1987). as 

described in the method of drawing stream elements. 

To draw the area of a subbasin, pixels comprishg a stream element are used as  

starter pixels. The procedure starts at the strearn element having the smaiiest "stream 

order" and progresses to those having larger orders. It ends when the watershed outlet is 

reached. The stream order used in this process is classified accorduig to Strahler (1952). 

Each stream eiement has its own watershed element and cannot be overlapped with those 

belonging to other elements. This ensures correct calcdation of laterai d o w .  Each 

watershed element is assigned a unique value (ID) which, for simplicity, may be the same 

value as its Stream element. Average dopes of overland flow planes c m  be calculated 

with known areas of watershed elements. 



CHAPTER 6 

FWïE  ELEMENT FORMULATION 

Several shidies have shown that the nnite element method (FEM) cm successfully 

be used to solve fiow equations described in pareial differentiai form (e.g., the Saint- 

Venant Equations). This method sub-divides the problem domain into a number of 

elements. The calculation is carried out for each efement and combined with the result 

from other elements. This chapter explains the subdivision into s m d  elements, the 

caldation in each element, the assembling of elements, the accuracy and stability of the 

FEM calculatioq and the methods to select the element size and time step. 

MESH GENERATION 

The studied watershed is subdivided into a number of stream el ents as shown in 

Figure 6.1. Node and element numbering is critical in using the FEM. If numbering is 

incorrect, complexity and computing time wili be increased and in sorne cases results wil1 

not be  obtained. In the case of stream network systems, node and element numbering 

(mesh generation) can be done eitfier manudiy or through the use of DTED and GIS 

software. However, most GIS packages are not designed to perform the mesh generation 

and it may be necessary to write specinc coding for mesh generation based on flow 

direction. 

In this investigation, numbering of nodes and elements was carried out by using the 

cornputer code developed. The listing of this code is given in the Appendix Data 



Figure 6.1. A strearn network and node numbering. 



required for mesh generation is a Stream network overlay. These data must pass d 

"cleaEilng'' processes such as removing noise and thllining lines. The cleanuig of data is 

critical for automatic mesh generation because the cornputer program is instnicted to 

perfomi in a specific way. Ifumisual data (e-g., a iine segment having the thickuess of 

more than one pixel or a discontinued h e )  is found, it wiU not be recognized and the 

program may perform incorredy or slip into an infinite loop. The cleaning process can be 

carried out ushg Digital image Processing techniques as described in Chapter 5.  The 

algorithm for mesh generation can be explained as follows. 

Beginnuig at the mountain ridge where the flow starts, the numbering of nodes 

follows dong the fiow direction until the outlet node is reached. AU ridge nodes are 

numbered first (the higher the elevation, the smaller the node number), followed by first, 

second, and third order junction nodes. 

As shown in Figure 6.1, there are seven ridge nodes. These ridge nodes are 

numbered fmt as Nodes 1 through 7. Node 1 has the highest elevation and Node 7 has 

the lowest elevation The node numbering continues with the first, second and third order 

junction nodes. There are three first order junction nodes (Nodes 8, 9 and IO), two 

second order junction nodes (Nodes 1 1 and 12) and one third order junction node (Node 

13). Finaiiy, the outlet node is a fourth order junction node and becomes Node 14. AU 

nodes in the stream are then numbered based on flow direction, 

M e r  numbering all nodes, the next aep is to number ail elements in the stream 

network system Elements are numbered sequentiaily beginning with a s d  number. For 

example, the element joining Nodes 1 and 1 1 is numbered as Element 1. The element 



joining Nodes 2 and 8 becomes Element 2. The elemeut joining Nodes 1 1 and 13 is 

Element 1 1, and so on. In some cases it may be necessary to subdivide a Stream element 

into srnalier elements in order to increase the stability of the FEM caldation The sub- 

elements are then numbered with two dimensionai arrays, representing the main and sub- 

element numbers. For example, ZElement 10 is sub-divided into five sub-elements. the 

five sub-elements are numbered as Sub-elements (1 O, 1 ), (1 0,2), (1 O,3), (1 O,4) and (1 0,s) 

respectively . 

FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION 

The Galerkin FEM is used to solve the Saint-Venant Equations. The FEM is used 

to obtain spatial discretkation and the Finite Dflerence Method (FDM) is used to obtain 

tirne discretization For the FEM, a shape fiuiction must be seleaed to estimate unknowns 

(V and h). This iùnction can be in any form, but it must be able to describe the physical 

processes involved. The oniy conditions are that it must s a w  the initial and boundary 

conditions and that it can be integrated. The shape fiinction used in this investigation is a 

simple hear fùnction proposed by Cooley and Moin (1976) as: 

Its transpose form is: 



w here 

3, = weighting vahies at the Nodes j and k respectively; 

x = weighting value between the nodes; and 

L = length of element. 

Multiplying Equations 6.2 with Equation 6.1 yields: 

Lntegrating Equation 6.3 over dx yields: 

DifFerentiating Equations 6.1 with respect to x yields: 

DiEerentiating Equation 6.2 with respect to x yields: 

The estimated V and h are in the foilowing forms: 



and 

Rewrite Equations 6.7 and 6.8 as a hction of t h e  as: 

V = ~a , , ( t )  

h = ~ a , ( t )  

The vector &(t) and a(t) is given by: 

&(t)=Fi(t) V2(t) V3(t) - vn(t)lT (6.1 1) 

&(t) = [ho) h2(t) Mt) - u t )  lr (6.12) 

where Vl(t), Vt(t), V3(t), . - . -. .. Vn(t) and hl(t), hz(t), b(t), . . . . . ., b(t) are the velocities and 

the flow depths at nodes 1, 2, 3, . . .. n at time t respeaively. 

Ditferentiating Equations 6.7 and 6.8 with respect to x yields: 



Differentiating Equation 6.9 and 6.10 with respect to t yields: 

The weigh-residud integration of the Saint-Venant Equations for an element are: 

Let Va and ha be the average of the known values of V and h fiom the previous time step 

and previous node. Then Equations 6.17 and 6.18 cm be written as: 

Consider Equation 6.19, substitute Equatioas 6.2 and 6.16 into T e m  1 of Equation 6.19 

and perforrn the integration, the result is: 



Substitute Equations 6.2 and 6.14 into Tenn 2 of Equation 6.19 and perform the 

htegration, the r d t  is: 

l ] c i x - a . = ~ ~ -  I[-I ] = VJa, 
X - X ,  2 -1 1 - 

K 

Substmite Equations 6.2 and 6.13 into Term 3 of Equation 6.19 and perform the 

integration, the result is: 

Substitute Equation 6.2 into Term 4 of Equation 6.19 and perform the integration, the 

result is: 

(6.24) 

Substituting Equations 6.2 1, 6.22, 6.23 and 6.24 into Equation 6.19 yields: 

T 

Ca, + Va&, + h,Ka, = Lf 
B 



Equation 6.25 cm be written in the central finite dinerence form for the time nep as: 

Arranging the tesms in Equation 6.26 yields: 

where 

A,., = [C+VaK$] 

Consider Equation 6.20, substitute Equations 6.2 and 6.1 5 into Term L of Equation 6 2 0  

and pefionn the integration, the r d t  is: 



Substm>te Equations 6.2 and 6.13 into Term 2 of Equation 6.20 and perfonn the 

integration, the resuit is: 

Substitute Equations 6.2 and 6.14 into T m  3 of Equation 6.20 and perform the 

integration, the redt  is: 

Substitute Equation 6.2 into Term 4 of Equation 6.20 and perfoim the integration, the 

resuit is: 

Substituting Equations 6.29, 6.3 0, 6.3 1 and 6.32 into Equation 6.20 yields: 

VI 
Chv + VJa, + gKa, = (g[rin(B) - S,  cos@)] -L) f (6.33) 

Bh 

Equation 6.33 cm be written in the central M e  ciifference form for the time step as: 



Arranging the terms, Equation 6.34 becomes: 

where 

A,, = (c+v,K$] 

Soiutions of Equations 6.28 and 6.3 5 are: 

and 



of h,, , y,  7 F, , F* , A,., 7 A,, , A,, 7 and A,, are *ady ~~~~ (ei* fiom 

the boundary or initial conditions, the previous M l e  step, or the previous node). The 

unknowns h,, md V,, can then be sohred. 

If a stream element is subdivided into a m b a  of sub-elements (e-g., n nodes and 

(n-1) sub-elements), the finite elment formulation of this strearn element c m  be written 

as: 

Applying the boundary condition, Equation 6.36 can be modified as: 

By solving Equation 6.37 and repeating the caldation for the following time 

steps, vaiues of Q t U L 9  QL3 , .. . . ., QLn can be caicuiated. For a large watershed, there may 

be a large number of stream elements. Therefore, it may take a very long time to complete 

the calculation A digital cornputer mst be used. An algorithm for w r i ~ g  a source code 

for soiving values of Q,, is given in the foliowing section. 



FINITE ELEMENT ALGORITHM 

The caldation must be carrieci out for each sueam element starting at the ridge 

nodes by using Equation 6.37. The values of Q ,-,,, , Q,, , and Q ,-,, have already been 

determineci, either fkorn the initial and boundary conditions or fiom previous iterations or 

t h e  steps. The unknown Q, can then be solved for. The subscripts t-1, t, j, and k refer 

to the previous tirne step, the present time step, the previous node, and the present node 

respectively. Repeat the calculation for each stream element until the outlet node of the 

watershed is reached. Then the discharge at each node can be obtained. The procedure is 

repeated for the next tirne step untii the required duration is completed. The estimated 

hydrograph of the watershed is then obtained. An algorithm for estimating hydrographs 

using the Galerkin Finite Element Method cm be described as foilows: 

Step 1. Resample input data (if necessary) to have the time incrernent coincide with the 

f i t e  element scheme. 

Step 2. Partition the watershed into a stream network syaem consisting of a series of 

stream elements. Find the coordinates of eacb node and store them in a file. 

Step 3. For the t h e  steps through N, do Steps 4 through 14. 

Step 4. Beginning with the ridge node of a Stream element, fmd the coordinates @,Y) of 

the node. 

Step 5. From the coordinates @,Y) obtained fiom Step 4, trace dowmtream dong the 

streamline until the next node is reached. Let (%y) represent the coordinates of this new 

node. Let KY) represent the ID of the stream element formed between the nodes KY) 



and (KY)- 

Step 6. Delineate the watershed of the Stream element @, Y). Let O(, Y) represent the 

ID of this subbasin 

Step 7. Calculate the area of the suboasin (X, Y) and apply the water balance equation to 

this element, 

Step 8. Calculate the average slope of the subbasin KY) in the direction perpendicuiar 

to the stream element KY). 

Step 9. Calculate the flow area and shear (wetted) perimeter of the averiand flow over 

the d a c e  of the subbasin (X,Y). 

Step 10.Use Equation 25 to caldate the overland flow discharge f'korn the subbasin 

KY). 

S tep 1 1 . Calculate the average slo pe of the stream element (Y Y). 

Step 12. Calculate the flow area and shear (wetted) perimeter of the charnel flow in the 

stream element KY). 

Step 13 .Use Equation 25 to calculate the charme1 flow discharge in the stream element 

KY). 

Step 14.Repeat Steps 4 to 13, but tbis tune work on the next node until the outlet node of 

is reached. Then the discharge of the watershed at the time step t = 1 is obtaùied. 

Step 15. Repeat Steps 3 to 14, but this time work on the next time step until the required 

duration is completed. Then the estimated hydrograph of the shidied watershed is 

obtained. 

A source code for the FEM calculation is shown in the Appendor 



ACCURACY AND STABILITY ANALYSTS 

Accuracy of h i t e  element scheme rdérs to how weli the approximated results 

compare to those obtained fiom an analytical solution In most cases, analytid solutions 

are not known and the cornparison between mimerical and exact sohitions is not possible. 

This problern can be overcome by introducing the concept of convergence of 

approximated solution sequences. The relative closeness will imply, in most practical 

problems, a hi& likelihood of convergence to the exact solution (Burnett, 1987). 

To employ the concept of convergence, an optimiang criteria mst be studied. 

Two or more approximated solutions of Equations 6.7 and 6.8 rnust be deriveci by using 

two or more trial hctions. For example, the approximated solutions may take the form: 

T+qa) = a ,+a2x+a ,x2+ = = -  + a,xn-' (6.38) 

For simplicity, the following demonstration of accuracy and stability analysis shows only 

the velocity (V). The flow depth (h) foilows the same procedures. The approximated 

velocity ( V ) can be written in a series of trial hctions as: 

( a )  = ~ , ( x ) + a , ~ , ( x ) + a ~ ~ ~ ( x ) +  - O -  + a , ~ , ( x )  (6 -40) 

where 

a) = approximated solution; 

'i = constant parameters; 

Ni (x) = trial hction; and 



n = degree of £&dom 

For example, for three degrees of fieedom, the approximated solution is: 

v(x;a) = ~ , ( x ) + a , ~ , ( x ) + a ~ ~ ~ ( x ) + a ~ ~ ~ ( x )  (6.41) 

The cycle can be repeated as  often as re@ed, but in practice two or three solutions are 

usually enough. The rationai for this procedure is that as additional degrees offkedorn 

are introduced into the approximated solution, the results should converge to the exact 

solution or: 

Iv(%a)- V(~;a) l  + O (6.42) 

For element consideration (Le. the domain is partitioned into a senes of elements 

and the FEM is applied to each element), the accuracy depends on seteaion of the 

distance increment (Ax). The s d e r  the distance increment, the higher the accuracy. 

Howwer, changes in the distance increment (Ax) affécts the caldation stability. 

Therefore, in order to increase stability, the time step (At) rnust be investigated. 

The stabilîty of the finite element scheme refers to the behavior of the solution as 

time (t) increases by a constant increment. The otabihty shows how reliable the 

approximated results are. For example, i f idow to a watenhed ceases, outnow rates of 

the watershed should decrease with time. In such a case, ifthe calculated flow rates are 

fiuctuating and do not decrease, it is considerd to be unstable. The stability depends on 

the seledon of the ratio M A t  such that the selected At shouid be the minimum of: (1) 



one third of the travel t h e  through the stream element; or (2) one-fourth the upstream 

hydrograph rise tirne (US Army Corps of Engineers, 1990). This meam that the stability 

depends on the foilowing factors: direct and 1ateraI idow, average flow rate, bed slope, 

Manning's coefficient of roughness, and wetted perimeter of the stream element. Because 

these factors may significantly Vary throughout the studied watershed, a suitable value of 

M A t  GUI be found by trial and error. This requires changing the value of #At until 

stability is met. 

Values of Ax and At carmot be selected arbitrarily; there are some limitations. For 

example, if a smaii Ax is selected (good for increasing accuracy), a smd A t  must be 

selected to maintain the stability. Howwer, the s m d  At may not coincide with the time 

increment of input data (e.g., the time increment of ra iddl  data is one day, but the 

selected At is three hours). For such a case, the rainfali data must be resampled at a time 

increment of three hours. In doing so, the acniracy may not be improved because the 

input data will have been altered in the process. Another accuracy factor is the round-off 

errors during iteration This type of error increases with the number of iterations. Smdl 

values of Ax and At require a large number of iterations. 

In this shidy, the value of Ax is the length of each stream element and is 

controlled by the physiography of the watershed. No attempt is made to sub-divide a 

Stream element into smalier sections, except for a very long stream element. Wtthout sub- 

f i s i o n  of the Stream element, the At required to maintain stability is three hours. This is 

already smaller than the At of the input data Therefore, M e r  subaividing the strearn 

element will not increase accuracy. 



CHAPTER 7 

TESTING MODEL COMPONENTS 

The proposed model consists of several caiculation methods based on the 

processes involveci. The caldation in each process should be tested in order to verify 

that the theory, concept, and assumptions are appropriate. M e r  each model component 

has been tested and acceptable results obtained, it is expected that the model should work 

with actual watersheds. The tests were carried out using data obtained fiom other studies. 

The calculations of interception and mpotranspiration are not tested because they are 

weli documenteci and bave been widely accepted. Ody the proposed caldation methods 

a .  tested as it is necessary to show that they are appropriate. The tested model 

components are: (1) land cover classification using remote sensing; (2) parameter 

estimation using remote sensing; (3) groundwater cdculations; (4) channel network 

caldations; (5) watershed m o f f  simulation. After testing these model components and 

obtaining acceptable results, the model will be tested with actuai watershed data. 

LAND COVER CLASSIFICATION 

The ability of the back propagation adicial neural network (BPNN) system was 

tested in classifyuig land covers shown on Landsat images. Cornparison between the 

results obtained fiom conventional methods (minimum distance to mean, maximum 

likelihood, and paralleIepiped methods) and those obtained by using the BPANN are 

disniseci in this section An area in the Howe W region near Worcester, Massachusetts, 



was selected as the test site. Landsat (TM) and the known land wver map of the test site 

ernbedded in IDRISI were used to test the proposed method. IDRISI is a GIS software 

package developed by the Graduate School of çieography at Clark University (Eastman 

1992). This software was chosen because it is easy to use and gives reasonable results. In 

this test site, elwen land covers Oake, resemoir, forested wetland, urban, residential, 

transportation, cro pland and Pasture, orchard, deciduous forest, evergreen for est, and 

transitional ara) have been classifieci. 

Landsat (TM) consists of seven bands, although some of them are correlated with 

each other. This means that there is some duplication of data in the swen bands. For 

simplification, only bands containhg no duplication should be selected. It was found that 

larger variations in spectral signatures gave shorter network training times. In this study, a 

visual comparison of mean vectors for each land cover was made in order to select the 

spectral bands. The comparison of these mean vectors is shown in Figure 7.1. The 

Principal Component Transfonn can also be used as an alternative to select spectral bands. 

It can be seen that the variation of the meao vectors for each land cover class in Bands 3, 

4 and 5 is larger than that of other bands, therefore these three bands were selected. 

Landsat (TM) Bands 3,4, 5 and the known land covers of the test site are shown in Figure 

7.2. 

Factors which aEect the performance of the BPANN include: the mimber of 

training samples; network architechire; the nature of data; and training coefficients (An 

and Chung 1994). Sample size is an important factor in network performance. if the 

sample size is too srnall, the network may not correctiy clas* the data excluded from 



Spectral bands 

Figure 7.1. A cornparison between average spectral signatures of each land cuver in 
Bands 1 to 7. 
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Figure 7.2. LANDSAT (TM) images and the classified land coven of Howe Hill region 
neai Worcester, Massachusetts (fiom Eastman, 1992). Figures a, b, c and d are Landsat 
images Bands 3,4, 5 and the classified land covers respectively. 



the traimog set. If the sample size is too large, more time and expense are required for 

network training- Instead of using a set of trainhg samples, some shidies (e-q, Civco, 

1993) have used the spectrai signatwes of land covers as trainuig data By using this 

approach, there is no need for a triai and error method in fïnding a Nitable sample size. 

The tmhing time can be reduced because the number of training samples is reduced to the 

number of land wver classes (in this case 1 1 classes). 

In each clas$ average brightness d u e s  of Bands 3 , 4  and 5 were converted to 

fractons by dividing by 255 - the nmxhmm brightness value obtained nom Landsat 

. The wrresponding land cuver was comerted to bhary numbers so that they could 

be entered hto neurons in the output layer. For scample, the forested wetland (Class 3) 

can be represented by binary numbers and entered at Neurons 1 to 1 1 in the output layer 

as O, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0,0, O and O respectively. ReSults are shown in Table 7.1. 

The network architecture used in this investigation consists of three Layers: one 

input laye., one hidden layer, and one output layer. The input layer consists of three 

neurons corresponding to Landsat (TM) Bands 3,4 and 5 .  The number of neurons in the 

hidden layer is not constant but varies. This is to obtain different sets of trained weights 

for use with different classes. The output layer consists of eleven neurons corresponding 

to the eleven classes. 

Learning coefficients are important in controhg the convergence of network 

erron. If the leaming coefficient is too large, the network errors will oscillate and may 

net converge to the minimum error. If the learning coefficient is too srna& the network 

will t&e a longer time to leam (An and Chung 1994). The learning coefficient used in 



Table 7.1. Converteci average brightness vahies of Bands 3,4, 5 and the correspondhg 
land covers. 

Note: Classes 1 to 1 1 are lake, reservoir, forested wetiand, other urban, residential, 
transportation, cropland and pasaire, orchard, deciduous forest, evergreen forest, and 
transitional area respectively . 



this study started with 1 .O and was reduced by subtraction whenever the mor of the 

present iteration was larger than that of the previous one. The error used for this purpose 

was the merence between the calculated input and output data selected for testing the 

network generalization. The subtraction number has a great impact on network training 

time and performauce. If the subtradon munber is too smali, the accuracy of 

classification will increase but the training time WU be longer. Ifthe subtraction nmber is 

too large, the accuracy of classification wili decrease because some leaming coefficients 

will be skipped and this will result in a shorter training tirne. In this study, accuracy was 

considered more important than training the .  Therefore, the subtraction number (5 1 O&) 

was selected. By this method, it would be unnecessaxy to use trial and error to find the 

best training coefficient. 

In training the network initial weights were randomly assigned with s d  fiactions 

(Iess than O. 1 ) in order to avoid the "saturation" problem. Values in columns 2, 3 and 4 in 

Table 7.1 were entered to neurons 1, 2 and 3 in the input layer respectively. Values in 

columns 5 to 15 in Table 7.1 were entered to Neurons 1 to 1 1 in the output layer. h each 

iteratioq comection weights were adjusted using Equations 4.5 and 4.6. Ln this case, the 

computation of each set of weights required 6230 iterations to the point where there was 

no more reduaion in error. This was about one hour of "background" executing at the 

lowest pnonty on the SUN SPARC IPC. Unfortunately if a large number of iterations are 

c&d out, the network may be "over trahed'' (An and C h g  1994). A simple method 

of avoiding this problem is to instruct the network to store comection weights only if the 

present caldated global error is smaller than that of the previous iteration The test data 



are randomly sampled separately fiom the training data and used for testhg the 

generalization ody, not for adjusting connedion weights. Using this method, the accuracy 

is signincantly improved. 

The rate of network training for this study is shown in Figure 7.3. In can be seen 

that there was an osciilating error pattern Howwa when concerned with network 

performance, it was found that the minimum global error was more important than the 

o d a t i o n  Despite the oscillation, there rvas always a point where the global error was 

minimum, An and Chung (1994) also indicate there is Little difference in minimum 

network errors when using different learning coefficients. Therefore, the leaming 

coefficient of 1.0 was used for starting the aaining. This provided for coverage of a wide 

range of learning coefficients in searching for minimum network error. 

It was found that BPANN performance can be improved ifdifferent sets of 

weights are used for classifying different land covers. In order to obtain dinerent sets of 

comection weights, network trainhg was repeated using dis'erent numbers of neurons in 

the hidden layer. The number of neurons used in this study were 5, 10, 15, 20,25, 30,35, 

and 40. Therefore, eight different sets of comection weights could be obtained. A 

merhod for s e l e h g  the best suitable set of weights for classitjring a given land cover was 

devdoped. The best set of comection weights for classifjmg Class (i) occurs if the 

foliowing conditions are satisfied: 

1. The ratio between the number of pixels classified as Class i and the number of pixels 

actudy belonging to Class i approaches 1 .O; 



Him be r of le rations 

Figure 7.3. The network 1-g rate. 



2. The ratio between the intersdon of the number of pixels classi6ed as Class and the 

mimber of pixels belong to Class i and the mimber of pixels actudy belonging to Class i 

approaches 1. O. 

These conditions can be w&en as: 

for the case fi < Fi 

C 

and 

The summation of Equations 7.1 and 7.2 yieids the following result: 

Using the same method for the case fi > Fi the result becomes: 

where 

fi = number of pixels classifieci as Class (i); 

Fi = number of pixels actually belong to Class (i); 



Inl = intersection, 6 d i ;  and 

I n h  = index for the comparison. 

Numbers of pixels classineci as Classes 1 to 1 1 (6) c m  be c d d a t e d  using the 

modified BPANN proposed here. Indices can then be calculated using Equation 7.3 or 

7.4. Produ~ts (Pi) of Ind~i  and Fi are S~OWII  in Table 7.2. The best set of weights for 

c lassdj~g Class (i) is found when the produa (Pi) is maximum- From Table 7.2, the 

network having £ive neurons in the hidden layer is best for classifying Classes 4, 6 and 8 

because the products (8.0 1, 1 1.23 and 10 1.96) are larger than those calculated by using 

other wmbers of nairons 

The source code of the program used in this study was written in the ANSI-C 

language. This cornputer language was chosen because it works with large data sets at a 

high çpeed. And this is suitable for digital image processing and artificial neural network 

computations. The hardware used with the ANSI-C program and the IDRISI were the 

SUN SPARCstation IPC and the CompuPartner 486 DX, Faculty of Engineering, 

University of Reghm 

Results and Discussion 

The land cover classifications obtained by using the proposed method are shown in 

Figure 7.4. A comparison of classincation errors fiom using conventional methods and 

those kom using the standard BPANN are shown in Table 7.3. It can be seen that the 

standard BPANN gives more acnirate resuits than conventional methods. A comparison 



Table 7.2. Indices for selecting dinerent sets of weights for classifyng ciifFeren1 classes. 

Classes nl=5 nl=tOP 
Lake 3.62 5-46 

Residential 
Tram ortation 
Crodand and pasture 0.00 0.03 

Evergreen forest 1.16 0.8C 
Transitional area 40.91 59.93 



Table 7.3. Percent errors of land cover classincation using the conventional methods and 
the standard BPANN method having f i e  neuroas in the bidden layer. 

Classes 

Lake 99 1 62 

Forested wetlaud 
Other urban 
Residential 
Trans~ortation 92 

- - 

Crooland and ~asture-i - S$ - 43 
Orchard 1 1001 33 
Deciduous forest 
Ever een forest 
Transitional area 
Wei ted avera e 

Standard 
BPANN 



Transitional arca 

Pigurc 7.4. Cli~~ i l i cd  land covers of tlic 1 lowc 1 lill rcgion ncar Worcester, Mriss;icliiisetts 
using the back propagation artificial neural network (BPNN). (a) result; (b) known land 
covcrs 



of classification mors produced by using the same set of weights for d classes (standard 

BPANN) and those fkom using different sets of weights for Merent classes (modified 

BPANN) are shown in Table 7.4. It can be seen that the proposed modified BPANN 

gives more accurate r d t s  in cornparison with the standard BPANN 

Factors whch affect network training include the nature of data, the number of 

training samples, the network architecture and the training coefficient. Although several 

other fmors have been mggesteci by some shidies, bey should be used with great care 

because network performance also depends on the complexity of input data. There are 

iikely no ideal d e r i a  for seleaing the most suitable parameters used in a network. 

Seleaion by trial and error could produce satidhctory results, but may require longer time. 

However, once trained, the network is a powerful tool to classiS, land covers. 

Fortunately, due to rapid improvement of compter technology, fùture training tirne will 

be shortened. 

A problem in using the BPANN is that the actual minimum network error is not 

h o w n  The minimum network error obtained during the training process may not be the 

actual one. Therefore, the M i e  when the training should be aopped is not known. Lo this 

study, the minimum network error was found at 6230 iterations. It was assumed to be the 

actual  minimum^ error because there was no value s d e r  than this - even after three days 

of non-stop training or und the learning coeEcient was less than 5 x 1 O? 



Table 7.4. Percent errors of land cover classification using the standard BPANN and the 
modined BPANN proposed in this study. 

1 Residentiai 



PARAMETER ESTIMATION USING REMOTE SFlVSING 

The application of remote sensing and the BPANN in estimahg hydrologic 

parameters was tested. The parameters tested were the a w e  nurnbers (CNs) of the Soi1 

Consexvation Senrice (SCS) model. Although the SCS model was developed in 1972, it is 

still widely used due to its simplicity and because most of the parameters (CN values) are 

readily available. Most of the work on adapting remote sensing to hydrologic modeling 

&as involved CN values. The CN values depend only on land cover, land use and soi1 

type. And these can be obtained from remotely sensed data (Engman, 1993). 

Input data used for this test were selected from published articles; no field survey 

was carried out. An area in the Howe Hill region near Worcester, Massachusetts, was 

selected as the test site. The test site's Landsat (TM) Bands 3 , 4  and 5 which are 

embedded in IDRISI were used to test the proposed method. The test area had already 

been classifieci into elwen classes. However, some classes have the same CN values (e-g., 

lakes and reservoirs have the CN value of 99). Therefore, land covers having the same 

CN value were combined into the same class. The known land covers of the test site were 

then reduced to four classes: iakes and reservoirs, built-up areas, cropland and orchards, 

and deciduous and evergreen forest These correspond to the CN values of 99, 85, 77 and 

55 respectively. After perforrning several tests by changing sample sizes, it was found that 

the minimum sample sizes for each class were 50, 12 1.44, and 8 1 for 

Classes 1, 2, 3, and 4 respectively. 

The network architecture used in this investigation consisteci of three layers: one 

input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer. The input layer consisted of three 



neurons corresponding to the three spectral bands used. The number of neurons in the 

hiddm layer was found by trial and error. In this case, it was found that using twenty five 

netnom gave the best result. The output layer consisted of eight neurons corresponding 

to eight-bits of binary numbers wbich were used for representing (SN values. 

Learning coefficients are important in controiliog the convergence of errors. If the 

1e-g caetncient is too large, the errors will oscillate and may not converge to the 

minimum global error. If the le-g coacient is too smali, the network wiU. take a 

longer time to leam and is likeiy to tamioate at a local minimum error (An and Chung, 

1994, and Wann et al., 1990). The learning coefficient used in this hidy began with 1 .O 

and was reduced by 5x 1 0 ~  each time the caldateci error of a current iteration was larger 

than that of the prwious one. 

In each sampled pixel, brightness vaiues of Bands 3,4 aod 5 and the corresponding 

CN values were read. The brightness values were converted to fiactions by dividing them 

by 255 (the xmxhum brightness value of the Landsat data). The CN value of each 

sampled pixel was read f?om Table 7.5 and then converted to eight-bit binary numbers as 

shown in Table 7.6. 

In training the network, initial weights were randomly assigned with small 

numbers, in this case less than 0.1, in order to avoid the "saturation" problem. Values in 

Colllmn~ 2, 3 and 4 in Table 7.6 were entered to Neurons 1,2 and 3 in the input layer 

respectively. Values in Columns 5 to 12 in Table 7.6 were entered to Neurons 1 to 8 in 

the output layer respectively. Connedon weights were adjusted using Equations 4.3 and 

4.4. In this m e ,  the le-g or the weight adjustment required 370 iterations. This 



Table 7.5. Runoff curve numbers (CN values) of selected land cover classes for the 
hydrologie soil group B and antecedent moisture condition (AMC) III (from Bondelid et 
ai., 1980). 

Land cover classes 
akes and reservoirs 

CN values 
99 

Forested wetland and other built-up areas 
Cropland, pastures and Orchards 
Deciduous and evergreen forest 

85 
77 
55 



Table 7.6. Comrerted brighmess values of Bands 3,4, 5 and the corresponding CN values 
of the sampled pixels. 



r+ed about thirty minutes of "background" cornputhg t h e  on the SUN SPARCstation 

IPC to the point where there was no M e r  error reduction. 

Results and Discussion 

During network training, the total error oscillated highly. Howwer when 

concemed with network performance, it was found that the minimum global error was 

more important than the osciilation Despite the oscillation, there was dways a point 

where the global error was minimal. An and Chung (1 994) also indicate there is M e  

Merence in minimum network errors when using different Iearning coefficients. 

Therefore. the leaming ccefficient of 1 .O was used for starting the training. This provided 

for coverage of a wide range of learning coefficients in searching for minimum network 

error. The r e d t  of training is shown in Figure 7.5. 

Once the network has been trained, it cm be used to estimate CN values directly 

nom Landsat (TM) data. Using the conventional methods of "supervised" classifkation to 

estimate CN values requires two steps. F i ,  the studied area must be classified into 

different land covers. Second, with the land cover classes, CN values are estimated by 

using a standard CN table found in literature (for example, Bondelid et al., 1980). Errors 

of CN values estimated by using different approaches are shown in Table 7.7. It can be 

seen that the proposed BPANN gives the best result when compared to other methods. 



Table 7.7. Percent errors of CN values estimated fkom Landsat data. 

Land cover classes 

Lakes and reservoirs 
Forested wetland and other built-up areas 
CropIand, pastures and Orchards 
Deciduous and evergreen forest 
Weighted average 

Minimum 
distance 

4 
10 
6 
30 
22 

Maximum 
likeiihood 

3 
12 
9 

17 
14 

Proposed 
method 

2 
16 
15 
6 
8 



Figure 7.5. The network learning rate. 



GROUNDWATER CALCULATION 

This gromdwater test is to compare mors between the caicuiated and recorded 

baseflow hydrographs. Ideally, a hydrograph used for the test would be obtained after a 

long rain-fkee period. The reason for this is that groundwater seepage would not be 

affecteci by rainfd during the period of d y s i s .  Unfominately, such an icieal penod 

rarely occurs in actual events. An alternative is to derive a new type of comparison data. 

It was found that the derivative of the hydrograph ordinates wÏth respect to time (dQ/dt) 

can be used for the cornparison because it does not Vary with time. For comparison 

purposes in this test, the recorded basdow hydrographs are replaced by their derivatives. 

The test reqpires the known vahies of drainable porosity (p) and saturated 

hydrauiic conductMty (k) of the groundwater storage. These can be calculated nom the 

recession segments of recorded hydrographs. The depth of the groundwater table prior to 

a rainfall event, or after a long period without rainfiiri, cm be caldated by the method 

described in Chapter 3. The long dry period is required because seepage at the stream 

begins to have an effect on the groundwater table at the subbasin water &de. This 

depends on the drainable porosity @) and saturated hydraulic conductMty (k) of the soi1 

and the size of the nibbash. The depth of the groundwater table is used as the initiai 

condition for ddat ing  the seepage into the stream channel. 

The Albert River Basin, British Columbia was used for this test because it has 

complete ciimatic and hydrologie records. In this watershed, the total length of the 

streams and the watershed area are 72 163 m and 222.5 km2 respectively. The recession 

segments of hydrographs recorded during rain-fiee periods of the year 1986 were used to 



calculate 'p' and 'k'. Ody recession hydrographs which were recorded at least seven days 

&er any rainfall were selected. These were selected so that the analysis would include 

only recession discharges caused by groundwater seepage. Based on obsmations of 

recorded rainfall and runoff data for the year 1986, a seven-day time lag was selected. It 

can be seen nom this data that the peak discharge occurred on the seventh day after 

maximum rainfaii. It was assumed that after seven days, the seepage occurring at the 

Stream channel would have reached the subbasin water divide. Brutsaert and Nieber, 

(1 977) used a £ive day tirne lag for their study. 

The recession parts of recorded hydrographs were used to caldate the values of 

log(dQ/dt). The values of dQ/dt can be estimated from (Q-Qo)/M where Q is the 

discharge at the present tirne step and Qo is the discharge at the previous tune step. Figure 

7.6. shows the relationship between log(dQ/dt) and log(Q). 

Two straight lines (Lines 1 and 2) representing the relationship between log(dQ1dt) 

and log(Q) can be drawn Line 1, having a steeper dope, represents the groundwater 

seepage for the small time period and Line 2 represents the large time period. The values 

of 'a' for Lines 1 and 2 which were calculated fiom the data in Figure 7.6 are 0.004 and 

0.0339 respectiveiy. The values of ' p' and 'k' cm be solved by ushg the method 

described in Chapter 3. 

To validate the proposed caldation method, recession segments of the 1987 and 

1988 rain-fiee penod hydrographs were used. Again, only discharges seven days and 

longer f i e r  any rainfd were seiected. W~th the caldated values of 'a' and 'b' and the 

measured recession discharges, the values of dQldt = a~~ can be caiculated and compared 



Figure 7.6. The relationships between dQ/dt and Q of the recession parts of the 1986 
hydrograph measured at the Albert basin. 



to those calculateci from DQ/M = (Qo - Q)IDt. The resuits of the comparison are shown in 

Figure 7.7. 

Results and Discussion 

The recession parts of hydrographs recorded during sweral days of rain-fiee 

period could not be found. It was therefore necessary to transfomi the recession 

hydrographs into DQIDt (caiculated fiom DQ/Dt = (Qo - Q)/Dtt) in order to compare with 

dQ/dt calcuiated from dQ/dt = a ~ ~ .  The results show correlation coefficients of 0.93 1 and 

0.985 for the years 1 987 and 1 988 respeztiveIy. Because the test was carried out in the 

same watershed where the soil and topography parameters are constant, the correlation 

coefficients should be very close to one. However, due variations in rainfâll pattern from 

year to year, the correlation coefficients of the test are less than one. Model performance 

is very sensitive to rainfi data (Kite and Kouwen, 1992), and therefore one way to 

improve model performance is to improve the method of coiiecthg rainfd data. 

CHANNEL NETWORK CALCULATION 

The model was tested with a simple channe1 network system using measured data 

fkom a study by Larson et al. (197 1). The data for this study were coilected at the Water 

Research Center, Universiq of Minnesota The experimental layout consisted of two head 

tanks, two upstream channels (A and B), one junction and one d o m e a m  channel (C). 

The two head tanks, each about 2.30 rn long, were located at the inlet of each upstream 

chamel. The upstream charnels (A and B) were about 12.50 m long and 0.14 



Figure 7.7. Relationships between observed log(dQ/dt) and simulated log(dQ1dt). (a) for 
the year 1987 (N=23); @) for the year 1988 (N=3 0). 



rn wide and met the dowmtream channe1 at the junction The downstream chamei (C) 

was 12.30 m long and 0.1 9 m wide. The average slopes of Charnels 4 B, and C were 

0.00089,0.00056, and 0.00 1 O6 respectively. Discharge was released from the head tanks 

and flowed through the junction h o  the downstream channel. Three sets of data were 

used, one for calibrahg the model parameters (data set a) and the other two for testing 

the model (data sets b and c). 

The calibrated parameter (n) using data set (a) was 0.0085. This was within the 

range suggested by Larson et al. (1971). The next step was to test the validation of the 

model. This was done by using the calibrated parameter (n) with data sets @) and (c) to 

simulate outflow hydrographs. The results are shown in Figure 7.8. Results indicate that 

the derived FEM scheme worked well on a simple charme1 network system in a laboratory 

situation. The correlation coefficients between the measured and simuiated hydrographs 

were 0.998 and 0.996 for data sets (ô) and (c) r e s p h e l y .  

WATERSHED RUNOFF SIMULATION 

After each model component has been tested with recorded data and the results 

found to be acceptable, the next step is to apply the proposed model in sirnulating outflow 

hydrographs h m  an actual watershed. Mode1 performance can then be venned by 

cornparison with recorded data. Ushg the laboratory data, the previous test of c h e i  

routing shows that the FEM works well with a simple channel network The application 

of the FEM in calculating the flow in an actual Stream network should also be tested. 



Data s ~ t  (b) 

0.012 - 

Figure 7.8. Results of the laboratory test. (a) the data set used for calibrating parameters; 
(b) and (c) the results of simulation. 



In this mdy. the saht-veaoant equati0n.s were used to route through the 

watershed's Stream network. The application of the FEM in soiving the Saint-Vennant 

equatiom has been widely used in river and coastal engllieaing srniatons. This method 

has not yet been shom to be applicable in the caidation of outflow hydrographs of 

forested momtain watersheds. The behavior of the FEM scheme needs to be tested 

before it is applied to cornplex stream network systems. Successful t e h g  wodd show 

that the theory, method and assumptioos used in the present study are appropriate. 

The Aibert River Basin was selected to test the model. It is located about 100 km 

southwest of Calgary, Alberta and has a total area of 222.5 km2. The recording station is 

located at the elevation about 1200 m above the mean se3 levd. The main part the Albert 

River Basin is covered with forests, therefore it was assumed that all hydrologie 

parameters and input data were do rmly  distributed over the entire basin The recorded 

hyetographs and hydroggraphs used were those of the highest rainfd and runoff period. 

This period was between May and August of the years 1986, 1987 and 1988. 

ln moa part of the studied watershed during May and August, the ambient 

temperature is above the fieePng point most of the time. Field observations on May 20, 

1995 indicated that most of the snow cover had aiready melted and rainfall was the 

dominant input to the watershed. Therefore, signincant errors are not caused by omimng 

the process and parameters related to snowmeit. 

For contimious streadlow simulation using a large tirne step (one day), Kite and 

Kouwen (1992) found that the parameters affecting surfiice runoff have tittle effect on the 

computed hydrograph in this study area This is because surfkce runoff contributes only a 



smaii part of the total flow and is greatiy damped by the time it reaches the basin outla. 

As a result, surface nuioff cannot be dieguished as sharp peaks on the hydrograph, and 

the opthhtion process ignores it. In this imrestigation, the surface runoff caiculation 

was replaced by the pipefiow caldation as disaisseci in Chapter 3. Therefore the process 

and parameters relating to pipeflow cm be omitted without causing sigmfïcant errors. 

Mer o d g  snowmelting and pipeflow processes, the modei parameters are 

reduced to k, p and n. The parameter k is the average saturated hydrauiic conductivity of 

the groundwater storage. The parameter p is the average porosity of the groundwater 

storage. The parameter n is Manning's coefficient ofroughness for stream channe1 

routmg. 

Three sets of data were used, one for calculaMg the model parameters (Figure 7.9 

a) and two (Figures 7.9 b and c) for testing the model. From Figure 7.9(a), select the 

hyetographs and hydrographs from the period between May 17 to June 2, 1986 (wtiich 

had the highest raiofdl and runo@ were selected and used to caldate k and p through the 

method descnbed in Chapter 3. ïhe caldated parameter k was 26376 mm/d and was 

within the range suggested by Troch et ai. (1993). The caiculated parameter p was 0.086 

and was within the range cdculated by Troch et al. (1 993). The caidated parameter n 

was 0.028 and was within the range suggested by Chow (1959). With the known values 

of k and p, the initiai groundwater table can be caidated using the method described in 

Chapter 3. The lateral inflow as  seepage nom a subbasin into a Stream element is 

caldated by applying the water balance concept to each sûip (as show in Figure 3 -5) .  
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The seepage caiculation starts at the highest strip and cootinues und the lowest strip at 

the Stream element is reached. With the caicuiated &es of Stream lateral inflow, routing 

through the Stream network can be calculateci using the method desaibed in Chapter 3. 

The outfiow hydrographs of the watershed can then be obtained. 

ResnIts and Discussion 

The caicuIafed parameters k and p were used to simulate outnow hydrographs 

&om the raididl data between ApriI 25 and May 23, 1987, and between May 29 and June 

14, 1988. The assumptiom used for caiïbrating parameters were also used for testhg the 

model. R d t s  are shown in Figure 7. IO. The mean error, standard deviation and the 

correlation coefncient between the measured and simulateci hydrographs using data set (b) 

are 1.53 m3/s, 1 -4 1 m3/s and 0.763 respectively. For data set (c), the same values are 

1 -23 m3/s, O. 89 m3/s and 0.932. In both comparisons, the sirnulateci hydrographs are 

slightly higher than those measured. This may be the r d t s  ofevapotranspiration 

estimation which is not accuraty. 

From the hyetograph of the Aibert basin, it can be seen that there was a large 

amount of rainfall of 36.4 mm on September 24, 1986, and that there was no increase in 

the measued runoff on the fou~wing days. This day was preceded by a dry period and the 

groundwater storage was very iow; large amounts ofgroundwater had drained away as 

baseflow. The large amount of the min on Septernber 24 entered hto groundwater 

storage; very Little was avahble for runoff The same obsemation can be found in the 

1987 data whae the hi& r a i d l  of 18.4 mm on August 28 did not increase discharge on 
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Figure 7.10. Test resdts for Albert basin. (a) and (b) are the simulated hydrographs 
(m3/s) during the highest rainfali (mm/d) and nmoff period of 1987 and 1988 
respectively. 



the foIIowing days. The data confirms that the verticai water balance concept used in tbis 

study is appropriate. 

in Figure 7.9@), the measured hydrograph bemeen May 3 and 8, 1987 should 

decrease graduaily because there was no precipitation during this period. However, 

discharge during this penod gradudy iacreases. 'The increase is attributable to the melting 

of the existing snowpack. This causes a poor correlation between the measured and 

simuiated hydrographs (correlation coefficient = 0.763). Mer complete snowpack 

rnelting, there were no further cases of discharge hcrease. This aiso tends to confirm the 

study assumptions. 



CHAPTER8 

A CASE STUDY 

The methods of calculation for each model component and the cornpiete proposed 

model caiculation have been tested in Chapter 7. The test resuits show ody s m d  

ciifferences between the obsewed and s idated vahies, continning that the component 

caldation methods are appropnate. If each part of the mode1 works, logically the whole 

model should work. Chapter 8 is a case study of the developed model's application to 

simulate outaow hydrographs nom a large forested mountain watershed in order to v e e  

the results of model simulation The case study shows how to utilize digital terrain 

elevation data (DTED) for providing hydrologic features and how to use remotely sensed 

data for providing land covers. The preparation of the DTED and remotely sensed data 

are discussed. Finally, the methods of parameter calîbration and hydrograph simulation 

are demonstrat ed. 

STUDIED WATERSHED 

The Kootenay river basin was selected for this mdy because a great deal of 

cihatic and hydrologic data are available. The Kootenay basin in British Columbia is 

located between latitude 115" and 116.5" W, and longitude 49-75" and 51.25" N. The 

streadow recording station is located at Skookumchuck. The c h t i c  recordhg stations 

are located at the intersection of the Albert River and Palliser River (about 1200 m above 



the mean sea level) and at Skookumchuck (about 760 m above the mean sea bel) .  The 

location of the watershed is shown in Figure 8.1. 

The area is genedy comprised of sedimentary carbonate rock. Relatively Lttle 

volcanic rock is present and thrust faulting is evident throughout the area. The SUTfàce 

matenal of the ana has been classified under the Canadia. system of soil classification. 

This system arranges soils according to properties that are connected with a particular 

groups of soil forming factors and processes. In effect, s o b  are grouped according to the 

way in which they are formed and each group is associated with a particular environment. 

Most of the Kootenay basin is covered by "Brunisolic Soils" and the greater soil 

group "Al, Eutric Brunisol". Brunisolic Sods occur under relatively open coderous (and 

sometimes deciduous) forests. They are weff drained and the parent matenal is only 

slightly changed by moderate soil weathering. These soils are derived fiom coarse- 

textured parent material and relatively high rates of evaporation Eutric Brunisols occurs 

in dry emrironments where there is M e  leaching. 

DATA PREPARATION 

The terrain data are the subbasin are* the average subbasin slope, the length of 

overland flow path, the channei slope, and the length of stream elements. Climatic data 

are precipitation (PCP), snow cover (SNO), snow-water equivalent (SWE), cloud cover 

(CLD), hours of bright sunshine (SUN), temperature (TMP or TAV), dew point 

temperature (TDP) and global shortwave radiation (GCR). The characters in brackets are 

the extensions of data file names. 



Figure 8.1. The studied watershed, Kootenay river basin above Skookumchuck The 
climatic recording stations. 



1. Terrain Data 

The original digitai terrain elevation data (DTED) caonot be used direaly because 

thqr are in a difFerent coordinate system and may contain data noise. The DTED must 

pass several preparation processes untii they are clear fiom ad noise and the coordinate 

system is compatible with base maps and other data. 

1.1. Prepanng Digitai Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) 

AU terrain data used in this shidy were derived fkom DTED tiles obtained from the 

National Hydrology Research Mtute ,  Environment Canada. The ori@ DTED mes 

contain a header of 3802 bytes explaining data details, eight leading bytes and 4 tailing 

bytes in each row of data. These header, leading and tailing bytes are not part of the data 

and must be removed. M e r  removhg extraneous text, the coordinate system must be 

t rdormed  and data noise eliminated. The original DTED are in the latitude-longitude 

coordinate qstern In order to make the DTED compatible to most existiag base maps, 

the DTED must be converteci to the UTM coordinate system The method of coordinate 

tramfierring is explained in Chapter S. 

Most of the DTED noises are pixels having zero value and sink or depression 

pixeis. Due to errors during the acquisition and manipulation of DTED files, some pixels 

may contain zero value where elewtion values shouid e&. In order to get reiiable 

results, the DTED must be clear from ail noise. The method of removing data noise is 

explained in Chapter 5. The result is shown in Figure 8.2. 



the 
UTM coordinates after removing the noises. Lighter the tone, higher the elevation. 



1.2. Drawing Stream Network 

After data noise has been removed, the DTED is used to construct flow 

accumdation data Flow accumulation data are used to draw Stream channels and ridge 

lines (water divides). This method is explaineci in Chapter S. The flow accudation 

overlay c m  be used to draw stream network by assigning the "cut-off' value. Selection of 

a suitable cut-off value is explained in Chapter 5 .  For exampie if the cut-off value is 100, 

pixels having a flow accumulation value equd to or larger than 100 are chosen. Flow 

accumulation of a pixel is the accumulateci weight nom ail upper pixels flowing h o  it. 

The pixels having the lowest flow accumulation (in this case, 100) are the stream heads. 

The pkel that has the highest £low accumulation is the watershed outlet. The Stream 

network system of the study area is shown in Figure 8.3. 

The stream network shown in Figures 8.3 contains noises (clusers of pixels) and 

the lines are not properly comected. In using the proposed rnodei, every stream must 

have a thickness of ody one pixel in order to satim the assumption of one dimensional 

flow. AU ciusters of pixels that are not part of the lines must be removed. Any parts of a 

line having a thiclaiess greater than one pkel must be thinned and any disconnected parts 

must be joined. These methods are explained in Chapter 5. With noise removd lines 

thinned and joined, the stream network overlay is show in Figure 8.4. 

After complethg the above procedures, the stream network nodes and elements 

must be numbered (mesh generation). Then the finite element method can be applied. 

The mesh generation is explaineci in Chapter 5 and the resdt is shown in Figure 8.5 - 



Figure 8.3. The Stream network of the Kootenay River Basin before removing noises (use 
the cut-off vahie = 100). 



Figure 8.4. The stream network systern of the Kootenay river basin d e r  thinning and 
joining the discomected parts of the Lines. 



Figure 8.5. The numbering of nodes and elements (mesh generation) of the Kootenay 
Basin, the lighter the tone the smaiier the element number. 



1.3. Cdcolating Sobbasin Characteristics 

The model developed in this study calculates the stream's lateral i dow nom each 

subbasin. Therefore it is necessary to know the area, average slope, and the length of 

flowpath of each subbasin For channel routing, dope and length of each strearn element 

must be known- The methods of caldation are explauied in Chapter 5 .  R d t s  are 

shown in Table 8.1. 

2. Remotefy Seosed Data 

For this investigation, the National Hydrology Research Institute supplied Landsat 

(MSS) images taken on August 8, 1987. The images containeci data fiom bands 4, 5, and 

7. The data were used to identify the land covers of the snidied watershed. They were 

also used to estimate certain model parameters. 

Landsat images are distorted due to the relative rnovement of the satellite and the 

art6 while recording d a c e  refl ected energy. Therefore, some locations on the image 

may not agree with aaual terrain locations. This type of distortion must be corrected 

before the image cm be used. The method known as the geometric correction (as 

describeci in Chapter 5) can be used to rectify the Landsat images. The Landsat image 

bands 4, 5, and 7 after the geometric correction are shown in Figure 8.6. 

3. Ciimatic Data 

The c h t i c  data of the years 1986, 1987, and 1988 were used in this study. The 
locations of the climsitic data recording stations are shown in Figure 8.1. The satellite 



Table 8.1 . Su b basin characteristics. 

I . o w  ûutflow Length of Slope of Area of Slope of 
riode node element (m) element subbasin (m2) su b basin 

1 356 7035 0.2067 5640625 0.3541 
2 356 3832 0.1361 1 7140625 0.2541 
3 415 4018 0.3250 138 125000 0.2479 
4 357 83 59 0.3256 204843 76 0.5412 
5 358 5143 O. 1254 16562500 0.2354 



Band 4 



Band 5 



Band 7 

Figure 8.6. The Landsat-5 images bands 4,5, and 7 of the Kooten 
August 8,1987. 



data fiom the area was acquired during this time period. The climatic data were supplied 

by the National Hydrology Research IostiMe. AU climatic data are in standard Canadian 

Atmospheric Environment Semice format (Phiilips et ai., 1988). The data are stored in 

text foxmat and any text editor can be used to display the data 

4. Streamflow Data 

This study used the recorded streadow data of the years 1986, 1987, and 1988 at 

Skookumchuck recording station. The streamflow data are in the standard Water Survey 

of Canada format (Environment Canada, 1990). ïhe s t r e d o w  data were supplied by 

the National Hydrology Research Institute. The data are stored in text format and any 

text editor can be used to display the data. 

Recorded rainfd and runoff data of the years 1986, 1987, and 1988 are shown in 

Figure 8.7. From the recorded streamfbw data, it can be seen that the highest discharges 

occurred duriog May and August. Using this period for study, the caldation is simplined 

as the data used for the study were reduced to rainfaU, cloud cover, hours of bright 

sunshine, temperature, dew point t emperature, and global shortwave radiation. 

LAND COVER CLASSEICATION 

S u p e ~ s e d  classification was used in this study. h supervised classification, the 

number of land cover types in the study area must be knom This cm be done through a 

preliminary survey of the watershed. It is also necessary to select "training areas" 

representing each land cover type. Training areas can be sel& through detaiied field 



- Oischarge 1 

Figure 8.7. Recorded rainfall ( d d )  and streamflow data (m3/s) of the Kootenay river 
basin measured at Skookumchuck of the years (a) 1986; (b) 1987 and (c) 1988. 



observations. This was not possible due to budget constraints. However, this watenhed 

has been previously shidied and the land cuver types have been classified by W b g  and 

Polson, (1988). Kite and Kouwen (1992) later combined land covers having similar 

hydrologie effécts and produced three land cover types: bare ground, cooiferous forest, 

and grassland. The classified land cover map is shown in Figure 8.8. 

1. Creating Training Data 

Procedures for s e l e h g  the training data for each land cover are acplained as 

follows. 

1. On the Landsat band 4 image, draw areas representing land cover type 1 (bue 

ground) - use Figure 8.8 as a guide. 

2. Read the coordinates and brighmess vaiues of ail pixels forming the areas obtained 

f?om step 1. The band 4 pixel brighmess values representing bare ground can be obtained. 

3. On the Landsat band 5 image, read the brightness values of all pixels that have the 

same coordinates as those obtained fkom aep 2. The band 5 pixel brightness values 

representing bare ground can be obtained. 

4. On the Landsat band 7 image, read the brightness values of aIi pixels that have the 

same coordinates as  those obtained fiom step 2. The band 7 pixel brightness values 

representing bare ground c m  be obtained. 

5. Repeat seps 1 to 4 for land cover type 2 (coderous forest), then bands 4, 5, and 7 

pixel brightness values representing wniferous forest can be obtained. 



Figure 8.8. Classifieci land cover of the Kootenay basin. Light tone 
medium tone is forrst; dark tone is grassiand. 



6. Repeat steps 1 to 4 for land cover type 3 (grassland), then bands 4, 5, and 7 pixel 

brightness values representing grassland can be obtained. 

The trainhg data are shown in Table 8 -2. 

2. Designing the Network Architecture for Land Cover Classification 

Chapter 7 shows that the best network architecture for this type of probiern is as 

shown in Figure 8.9. The input layer, has three nodes corresponding to three bands of the 

Landsat images. The hidden layer has twenty five nodes. The output layer has three 

nodes corresponding to the three land covers to be classified. Mer designing the network 

architecture, the next step is to train the network. 

3. Training the Network 

The network architecture shown in Figure 8.9 requires a special data format at 

input and output nodes. The values at the input and output nodes must not be larger than 

1 .O, otherwise the caldation wili fail to differentiate between different land covers. This 

problem is discussed in Chapter 4. 

The training data (Table 8.2) can be transformed as foliows. Spectral bands 4, 5, 

and 7 are converted to decimal values by dividing them by 255. the decimal values are 

then assigned to input nodes 1, 2, and 3 respectkely. At the output nodes, assign the 

value 1 .O to the corresponding land cover type (e.g., for bare ground the output nodes 1, 



Table 8.2. Training data of (1) bare ground; (2) coaiferous forest; (3) grassland. 



hput layer Hidden layer 

Band 4 

Band 5 

Band 7 

Figure 8.9. The netwo rk architecture for land cover classification. 



2, and 3 wouid be 1.0,0, and 0). The results of training data conversion are shown in 

Table 8.3. 

Network training starts with assigning the initiai weights of connections and 

assigning the vahies of columns 1,2, and 3 of Table 8.3 to the input nodes 1, 2, and 3 

respectively. At the same the, assign the vatues of colurrms 4, 5, and 6 to output nodes 

1, 2, and 3. The result of training is shown in Figure 8.10. 

PARAMETER CALIBRATION 

1. Selecting Parameten for the Study 

Table 3.4 is a list of parameters used in most hydrologic models. If a large number 

of parameters are use& calibraiion will be exceedingiy cornplicated and accuracy of results 

may be compromised. One advantage of using a smaller mimber of parameters is that Iess 

time wili be required for the p a r m e r  calibration Increasing the number of parameters 

tends to increase the number of local minima In order to simpm this problem, the 

number of parameters shodd be the minimum that di maintain acceptable predictioas. 

The number of parameters can be reduced by selecting a specific time period and 

developing relationships between paramet ers. 

Choosing the study period between May and Augua can sirnphfj~ parameter 

çelection During this period, rainfd is signtncant and s t redow discharges are much 

higher than in other penods. In the Kootenay River basin, sudice ninoffdue to rainfall 

contributes only a small part of the total flow (Kite and Kouwen, 1992). The foilowing 



Table 8.3. Transformeci training data for land wver classification 

Input nodes 1 Output nodes 1 



O ! : : : : : : : : :  : : : :  :::::::::::::::::::: :::: : 4  

Figure 8.1 O. The result of the network training 



parameters are required for groudwater seepage calcuiations: initial depth of the 

goundwater table, and porosity and hydrauiic wnductivity of the groundwater storage. 

Howeva, these parameters are interrelateci and can be estimated using the groundwater 

flow equations as describeci in Chapter 3. 

Saturated hydraulic conductivity (k) and porosity (p) of groundwater storage are 

important parameters affecthg groundwater flow. These parameters are highiy related to 

the geology of the area. Howwer fkom the geological map, most part of the Kootenay 

basin is covered with the same rock type (Syenite and AUralic rocks). Also fiom Equation 

3.16, the Merentiation of q divided by q (dqlq), which is the change in q, is one haif of 

the change in k or p. This meam that a smd variation in the saturated hydraulic 

conductivity or porosity can cause ody one half of the variation in baseflow discharge. 

Therefore, after considering the geology of the study area and the sensitivity of the 

parameters k and p, it can be concluded that the sanirated hydrauiic conductivity and 

porosity are not sipnincantly differrnt throughout the studied watershed. 

The Kootenay River basin was classined into three land covers: bare ground, forest 

and grassland. These land covers have difrent hydrologic responses and are Iocated at 

different elevations. Bare ground is generdy at higher elevations and is expected to have 

very M e  storage. Forest is found at the mid-elevation zone and is expected to have large 

storage. Grassland is usually located at low devations close to the vaiiey bottom and is 

exp-ed to have a slower hydrologic response due to large storage and low slopes (Kite 

and Kouweq 1992). These land covers Vary with elevatioq as does the amount of 

m. Therefore, the rainfdl multiplication fgctor varies depending on land cover types. 



The rainfd dtiplication factor is used to accomt for the fact that rainfd rnay not be 

spread unifordy over the entire basin, yet meaSuTemmts are from specinc locations. This 

factor is needed to adj- the aeriai amount of rainf3i1l fiom point measurements. 

Considering these conditions, only the foilowing parameters are used in the 

proposed model: rainfall dtipiication factor, snowmelt rate; maximum depth of 

groundwater storage; and Manning's coefncient of roughness for channel routing. The 

nurnber of parameters is m c h  smaiier than those used in other hydrologie models. These 

parameters may not be optimum in tenns of error criterion, however they were selected 

because of their association with the dominant physical processes occurring in the 

Kootenay River basin. 

2. CaiibrPting Parameters 

Two methods of parameter calibration were used in this study. The fïrsst, known as 

the genetic algorithm method, was used to initiaiïy estimate the point of the minimum 

objective function (global error) over the entire parameter space. Because the genetic 

algorithm works with a set of points over the entire parameter space, rather than with one 

parameter value at a the,  it is expected that it cm avoid local minimum errors and can 

provide a good chance of determinhg the minimum global error. 

Mer the minimum global error is found, a fine adjument is made by Rosenbrock 

's method. This method considers the values of parameters instead of searching among a 

population of points. Making srnail parameter value changes in a stepwise fashion can 

lead to the point of minimum global error. 



2.1. Preiiminaq Calibration 

Preliminary calibration was used to estimate parameter values. To simpliQ 

calculati~ns~ the data used for the preliminary calibration were selected fiom the period of 

high raiafall and runoff (May 1 7 to Iune 2, 1986) as shown in Figure 8.7 (a). Because of 

the high rainfall and nmoff during this period rainfall, it was reasonable to assume that the 

loss due to wapotranspiration was not significant and could be omitîed. For a rough 

estimation, it was assumeci that there was no eEea nom capiUary suction of the soil 

matrix wetting. The water infiItrated the soi1 at a constant velocity equd to the hydraulic 

conductivity of the soil. Baseflow discharge was very s d l  compared to s t r e d o w  

discharge. Therefore, the initial depth of the groundwater table was set equal to zero. 

The rnethod of routing through the Stream network system to the watershed outlet was 

also simplifieci. Rather than using the full Saint-Venant Equatïons and node assumptions 

(as described in Chapter 3), the kinematic wave equation was used. The kinemtic wave 

equation can be descnbed as foliows. 

From Manning's equation: 

where 

Q = discharge (m3/s); 

S = slopeofthechannel, 

n = Manning's coefficient of roughness; 



A = cross sectionai area of flow (m2); and 

P = wetted (shear) perimeter (m). 

DBerentiate Equation 8.1 and anange the terrus, the result becomes: 

where 

Q. = average flow rate of the previous time sep. 

The continuity equation can be written as: 

where 

IL = lateral idow (m3/s/m). 

Substitute Equation 8.2 into Equation 8.3, the result is: 

Equation 8.4 can be written in a finite ciifference fonn as: 

where 



Qit = outflow at the present time step; 

Qit-i = outflow at the previous time step; 

Qblk1 = infiow at the prwious time step; 

DK, Dt = elemerrt N e  and t h e  step size respectiveiy. 

For the preliminary calibration, Equation 8.5 was used in Stream network routing. 

It was assumed that the water flowing out of a node is equal to the sum ofwater flowing 

into it (no change in storage). The genetic algorithm was used for caiibrating mode1 

parameters. Al1 parameter values are assumed to be the same over the entire watershed. 

Mer 10,000 iterations, the preliminary calibrated r d &  multiplication factor, snowrnelt 

rate ( d d l 0 C ) ,  maximum depth of groundwater storage (m), and Manning's coefficient 

of roughness are 1.53, 2.22, 320, and 0.074 respectively. 

2.2. Final Calibration 

The genetic algorithm requires that all parameter spaces (ranges) be defined. The 

resuits of the preliminary calibration are then used as a guide to define the range of each 

parameter. These ranges are given in Table 8 -4. 

The climatic data recorded during the period between May and August, 1986 were 

used to calibrate modei parameters. S teps of final parameter caIibration can be explained 

as follows. 



Table 8.4. The possible range of each parameter. 

1 Snowmelt rate (mm/d/OC) 1 0.10 1 5-00 1 

Parameter 
Rainfd muiti~lication factor 

Lower vaiue 
0.50 

Maximum depth of groundwater storage (m) / 1 O0 
Manning's coefficient 1 O. 006 

Upper value 
2.00 

500 , 

0.200 



1. From the recession parts of the hydrograph between May and August, 1988, as show 

in Figure 8.7(a), calculate log(Q) and log(dQ/dt). Plot the relationship as shown in Figure 

8.11. 

2. Read the vahm of the dopes and intersections &om the graph. Caldate the initial 

depth of the groundwater table and the saturateci hydr;nilic conduaMty as described in 

Chapter 3. 

3. Initidiy assume each parameter value is within the range shown in Table 8.4. 

4. Calculate outfiow hydrographs during the required time period as described in Chapter 

3 

5 .  CaIcuiate the least-square-error (objective hction) between recorded and sirmilateci 

hydrographs obtained from step 3. 

6. Use the genetic dgorithm, as describeci in Chapter 3, to find the initiai point of 

minimum global error. 

7. Use Rosenbrock's method, as described in Chapter 3, to refine the point of minimum 

global error. 

8. Repeat steps 2 - 6 until the minimumgfobal error is below the required tolerance set 

by the user. The result of network training is shown in Figure 8.12 and the calibrated 

parameters are shown in Table 8.5. 

STREAMFLOW SIMüLATION 

The calibratecl parameters were used to sinnilate the outflow hydrograph 

(measured at Skookumchuck) from the Kootenay basin Climatic data f?om May to 



Table 8.5. Results of parameter calibration 

Paramet er 
Raiafall multi~hcation factor 
Snowmelt rate (mm/dO C) 
M;urimum depth of groundwater storage (m) 
Manning's coefficient of rougimess 

B u e  ground 
1.52 
2.02 
374.12 
.O14 

Forest 
0.85 

Grassland 
1.22 

1.51 
405.53 
.O17 

1.90 
3 92.02 
.O 16 



Figure 8.1 1. The relationship between iog(Q) and log(dQ/dt) using the failing h b s  of 
the hydrograph of the year 1986 of the Kootenay basin measured at Skookurnchuck. 



Figure 8.12. Errors caicuiated by using the genetic dgoahm and foliowed by Rosenbrock 
's method. 



August of 1987 and 1988 were used for the sidation. The resdts are shown in Figure 

8-13. 

Digital terrab elevation data (DTED) were used to construct a stream network 

system which was used as a basis for watershed subd~s ion  The hydrologic input data 

and parameters in each subbasin are assumeci to be hornogeneous. The watershed was 

ais0 subdivided into dBerent land covers which have significant effects on stream runoff. 

Remutely sensed data and an artaiciai neurai network system were used for land cover 

classification. Depth of the groundwater table in each subbasin was caldated by applying 

the vertical water balance concept- Lateral idow hto a Stream was then released as 

seepage nom groundwater storage. Flow from each stream and each subbasin was routed 

and combined until it reached the watershed outlet. The outflow hydrograph was then 

The developed model can be used to simulate both single-event and continuous 

streamfiow hydrographs. However, the emphasis of this study was to simulate continuous 

streamflow hydrographs having a one day time step. The model consists of the following 

calculation methods @own as rnodel components) : interception, evapotrans piration, 

infiltration, pipeflow, groundwater seepage, dynamic routing through the stream network 

and parameter calibratioa Each model component was tested vhh recorded data 

obtained nom other studies. The model component test results are encouraging and 

confirm the appropriateness of the calculation methods. 

An important advantage of the developed model is that the necessary amount of 

input data and number of parameters are much less than requked by other hydrologic 



Figure 8.13. Simuiated hydrographs (m3/s) of the Kootenay basin measured at 
Skookumchuck (a) for the year 1987 (correlation coefficient = 0.957); (b) for the year 
1 98 8 (correlation coefficient = 0.93 8). 



models. A relationship between the baseflow and ceriain groundwater parameters 

(saturated hydraulic conductivity, porosity, and initial depth of groundwater table) was 

developed. W~th this developed relationship, the saturated hydraulic conductivity7 

porosity, and inaial depth of groundwater table can be estunated from basdow. Thus the 

number of parameters can be reduced. This sirnpMes the parameter d i r a t i on  and model 

simulation. These parameters are physically based; and once calibrated for a particular 

watershed, they can then be used in other similady land covered watersheds. Inco~ectly 

calibratecl parameters can be avoided by using the genetic algorithm for calibration and 

then refinhg through Rosenbrock's method. 

The model was applied to the Kootenay River basin in British Cohunbia for a case 

study. The t h e  period between May and August was used to calibrate and simulate 

hydrographs. Model parameters can be M e r  reduced by using the developed 

relationship between the baseflow hydrograp h and groundwater parameters. The only 

parameters then are rainfall multiplication factor, snowrnelt rate7 Manning's coefficient of 

roughness, and maximum depth of groundwater storage. 



CHAPTER 9 

DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

RESULTS OF PARAMETER CALIBRATION 

An advantage of the proposed model is that the number of parameters used is 

s d e r  than the number in other hydrologie models. By s e l e h g  the m d y  penod from 

May t~ August and applying a relationship between parameters, the number of parameters 

can be lessened. Parameters used by the model are reduced to: rainfall multiplication 

factors; snowmelt rate; ~ ~ g ' s  coefficient of roughness; and rnmchi;m depth of 

groundwater storage. The results of parameter calibration shows that the rainf" 

multiplication factors and snowmelt rates are in the range caldated by Kite and Kouwen 

(1992). The calibrated Manniog's coefficient of roughness varies little between land 

covers. This is as expected because moa of the Stream beds in the shidy area are covered 

with gravel. From calibration, Manning's coefficient of roughness is within the range 

suggested by Chow (1959). The calibrated maximum depths of groundwater storage are 

nearly uniform among Werent land covers. This is reasonable as the depth is dependent 

on morphology and geology of the basin rather than on land covers. 

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

A sensitivity analysis was carried out in order to assess each parameter's effect on 

the caicuiated hydrograph. The analysis is an aid in determinhg which processes are 

important for model calculation and which processes can be ornitted without causing 



significant error. Sensi- is the relative change in the sirdated hydrograph that is 

caused by an individual parameter change whde keeping other parameters constant. The 

outflow hydrograph is a h c t i o n  of rainfall and model parameters. It can be expressed by: 

Q = R u t ) ,  xi, x2, ......) (9- 1) 

where 

Q = streamfiow discharges (m3/s); 

&(t) = the hyetograph; 

XI, xz, ... = model parameters. 

Applying the natural logarithm to Equation 9.1 and performing the differentiation with 

respect to each parameter while keeping others constant, the result is: 

From Equation 9.2, it can be seen that the relative change in simdated discharge 

caused by parameter change c m  be obtained by applying the partial derivative to the 

h c t i o n  a ( t ) ,  xi, XZ, . . . . . .). However, in most actual cases, a mathematical bunaion 

representing the hydrograph (Q) cannot be derived. This is because hyetographs, an 

important input to the mode4 c a ~ o t  be predicted by a mathematical fundon. Sensitivity 

is analyzed by observing the change in model output that is caused by a srnaIl change in an 

individual parameter. The results of a 5 % change in each parameter value is shown in 

Table 9.1. Values in Table 9.1 were norrnalized relative to the parameter with the highest 



sensitivity. In this case, the hydrograph was most sensitive to the rainfall multiplication 

factor for bare ground. No attempt to fkher minimize the munber of parameters, and 

therefore these parameters are kept despite their minimal sensitnnty. 

The rainfall multiplication factor shows a high sensitivity for bare ground and 

grassland but shows Iow sensibnnty for forest. This is because the interception and 

evapotraospiration processes are more dominant in forests than in the other land covers. 

The forest canopy intercepts more rainwater wtich later evaporates back into the 

atmosphere and does not contribute to streamfiow. Also, evapotranspiration is high in 

forests due to the deep root system which draws water fiom the deeper layer and does not 

aüow it to enter into streamfiow. Interception and evapotranspiration have more control 

over runoff in forests than in bare ground or grasslands. Therefore, the sensitivity of the 

rainfd multiplication factor is s d e r  for forests than for bare &round and grasslands. 

On bare ground and grassland, rainwater losses due to interception and 

evapotraospiration are less sipnincant. This is because there is less canopy to intercept 

r a h a t e r  and the shallow root systerns to draw more water. Therefore, rainfd has a 

greater effect on the amount of runoff produced nom bare ground and grassland. This 

causes the sensitivity of the r a i n f '  multiplication &or to be more sigdicant for these 

land covers than for forest. The high sendhïty of this factor indicates that rainfall data 

are a very important model input. In order to improve model calculations, rainfâü data 

should be considered with Gare- 



Table 9.1. Parameter sens* (%) 

P arameter 1 Bare ground Forest 
12.32 
4.48 
1-02 
0.94 

Rainfd dtiplication factor 
Snowmelt rate 
Maximum depth of groundwater storage 
Manning's coefficient of roughness 

Grassland 
92.45 
6-12 
2.20 
1 .O 1 

1 O0 
97.52 
0.95 

_ 1-05 



The sensitivity of the snowmdt rate is high for bare ground but Iow for forest and 

grass land because in this a d y  area during May and August, moa of the snow cover is 

left on higher parts whkh are bare ground. Very littie snow is Ieft on forestes and gras 

lands during thïs period. Most of the snowmelt contributing to ninoff cornes from bare 

ground, and causes higher sensitivity of snowmelt rate for bare ground than that of forest 

and grassland. 

The sensi* of Manning's coefficients of roughness shows that routing through 

the stream network of the Kootenay basin does not have signincant effect on out£iow 

hydrographs. One e x p l d o n  would be that in the Kootenay river basin, surface runoff 

contributes oniy a s d  part of the total flow and is greatly damped by the time it reaches 

the basin outlet (Kite and Kouwen, 1992). In this study, surface runoff is replaced by 

pipeflow and macor-pore flow as discussed in Chapter 3. Another explanation would be 

that the time step (one day) of input data may be too large. Only one value can be 

represented in the tirne step. For example, in a daily hyetograph, it is impossible to know 

the actual raiafd at any time of a day. The recorded amount of rainfd in the daily time 

step is the total amount of rain that f d s  in 24 hours. It is assumed that tainfidl is 

unifody disaibuted during the daily t h e  step. The larger the time step, the more the 

unifom data distribution Logicdy, uniform inputs cause uniform outputs. Streamfiow 

measurements may be canied out several t h e s  a day but the data must be presented as 

only one value of flow rate per day. It is again impossible to know the flow rate at any 

pdcular time of a day. A possible assumption would be that the flow rate is the same 

during the daily time step. The d d y  time step may be larger than the travel time of the 



flow in each Stream element. In the finite element method (FEM) ofcaldatioq the travel 

time through an element mst be longer than the calculation time step in order to maintain 

the stability of calculation Therefore, the daily time step of stredow data must be 

subdivided into srnalier time steps un1 they are srnaiier than the elexnent travel time. In 

doing so, the input data is likely to be modifïed and may result in the Iow sensitivity of the 

parameter related to the channel routing. 

The sensitnrity of the maxirmun depth of groundwater storage is s d  arnong 

different land covers as expected because the maximum depth of groundwater storage 

depends on the morphology of the basin rather than different land covers. The s m d  

sensitivity of the maximum depth of groundwater storage shows that it does not have 

much effect on outflow hydrographs. This is confïrmed by the study of Troch et ai. 

(1993) who found that the effect of dope of the impermeable layer of groundwater 

storage can be negiected. 

Aithough it is possible to calculate the maximum depths of groundwater storage 

ushg the DTED, it is better to use the calibrated value obtained fiom the mode1 because 

the calibrated value has already included other factors that have affects on groundwater 

seepage. The maximum depth of groundwater storage calculated by using the DTED 

could be used as the initial values for the parameter calibration. 



CHAPTER IO 

CONCLUSION AM) RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE STUDY 

CONCLUSION 

The resuits of parameter calibration show that r d d  multiplication factors are not 

significantly Werent amoag land covers. However, its sensitivity for bare ground and 

grassland is larger than that of forest. The snowmeft rates are not much different among 

bare ground and gras  land, but low for forest. Its sensitMty for bareground is also hi& 

Manning's coefficient of roughness and it's sensitivity are not si@cantly Werent among 

land covers. The maximum depth of groundwater storage and it's sensi* are also not 

sigdicantly different among land covers. It rnay be concludeci from the r e d t s  that the 

rainfaii multiplication factor and snowmelt rate are the very important parameters affecting 

model performance, therefore rainfall and snowmelt data should be considered with care. 

It has been demonstrated that the developed model gives acceptable results; ody 

minunal error between simulated and recorded hydrographs can be observed. The 

parameters derived for dEerent land covers are s i d a r  to most conceptual hydrologic 

models. DiEerent land covers also appear at varying elevations. Therefore, the 

classi.kation of the watershed into three different land covers already takes into account 

both land cover hydrologic properties and elevatioa The rnodel proposed here can be 

used to investigate the effects of outflow hydrographs due to the change in land cover and 

clirnatic variability. 



RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 

The test was carried out durmg May and August by d g  that the &kt of 

raiafd is the most signifiant. The field observations during 20 - 25 May 1995 showed no 

sign of signincant snowmelt on the lower parts* but more signrficant on the higher parts of 

the basin An empirical relationship was used in this investigation to estimate snowmelt. 

To improve the model performance, it is suggested that a more physically based 

relationship should be imrestigated. 

Resuits of this investigation show that the hydrologic parameter calibration and 

s idat ion depend d y  on climatic data. A reliable model to describe the spatial 

variability of climatic data is a major need. This study has found that land cover is 

important in determining hydrologic response. There is a relationship between land cover 

and elwation, and it is influenced by c h t i c  data as defined by rainfdl and temperature. 

Ifrainfatl and evapotranspiration could be estimated directly nom a climatic model the 

development of a hydrologic model could be concennated on other hydrologic variables 

and their impacts on runoff simulation Possible inputs for such model would be dope, 

asp- distance to the ridge, and position of the prwailing stom path 

The proposed model uses mea~u~ed hyetographs as  inputs. Howwer, it is possible 

to simufate hyetographs by using a staàstical method. To improve rainfall s M a t i o q  

microwave remote s e d g  such as a radar detector or an NOAA satellite could be used as 

a guide for estimating the amount of clouds or for tracking the movemem of clouds over 

the studied watershed. It is suggested that such an improved raidill simulation model be 

inchideci in the proposed model structure. 



Although remote senshg can provide a great deal of information which relates 

hydrologie inputs and parameters, the proposed mode1 uses remote sensing techniques 

ody for classifyirig land covers. There are currentiy several studies on the application of 

remote sensiag in hydrology e.g., estimation of evapotraospiration nom remotely sensed 

data; mapping snow cover. In order to improve the mode1 performances, it is suggested 

that fùture shidies inchide applications of remote sensing to other aspects of hydrology. 

Equation 3.16 shows that the saairated hydraulc conductMty and porosity of 

groundwater storage are les semhke wmpared to baseflow discharge. It is aiso found 

that most part of the Kootenay basin consists of the same rock type. ïherefore, it was 

assumed that the saturateci hydraulic conductMty and porosity of groundwater storage are 

not signïficantiy different throughout the studied watershed. However. in order to 

ùnprove the accuracy for watersheds having different rock types, it is suggested that the 

calcdation of the sanirated hydraulic conductivity and porosity should be c d e d  for 

ciiffirent rock types. 
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COMPUTER SOURCE CODES 

The cornputer source codes given here are wrinen in ANSI-C language. The 
caladations are based on the theories describecl in the thesis. User may have to mod* 
some parts of the codes in order to suit their needs. 

1. LAM) COVER CLASSIFICATION USING ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK 

/* Land cover classification using an artiEiciai neural network */ 
#Uiclude<stdio. h> 
ffinciude<ma~ h> 
Mefine max-rand 32767 
#define e 2.71828 1828 
#define N 72 /* image size */ 
Mefine Nclass 1 1 
#d&e L 256 
#define Nn 50 
#dehe Nband 3 
#define A 0.00005 
#define Ini_lcoef 1 .O 
#define ns 2 
#define nO 4 
#define n 1 5 /* * / 
#define n2 Nclass 
Mefine NN 1 O00 
float Error(int In 1 0,int In2C],int lu3 [l,int Du,£loat Wu); 
maino 
( 

int ~lii7k~lplprl~lN~17P7Pp,~nt; 
int in1 CNN],in2CNN],in3 CNN],dm[nZ+3]; 
kt In1 lNN]11n21NN171n31NN],DINN]; 
float Err,minErr, Sum,lcoef, 
float xlNnlPn1,wlNnl wnICNnl,-~~l  CNn17EIrJn 1 [Nn],Wn*NnIlrNnI; 
FILE *fin*fou; 



fin=fopen("test ", "r"); 
fscangfin,"%dw,&Pp); 
for@= 1 ; p < = P p ; p )  

fsc@fïn,"%d %d %d %d\n",&In 1 [p J,&In2[p],&In3 [p],&D[p]); 
fclose(nn); 
In 1 [O]=Pp; 

n[ns-Z]=nO;n[ns- 1 ]=n 1 ;n[ns]=n2; 
hEr~999999999.0; 
for@= 1 ;s<-as;s++) 

for(i= 1 jc=n[s]j*) 
for(ilo;ic=n[s- 1 ];i++) 

w [SI [il [il= 1 .O *randO/max-rand; 
pr=3 5; Icoef=uii_lcoef, 
for(cnt=û;cnt<=63 3 O;cnt++) 
{ 

iqicoeRA) break; 
for(p= 1 ; p < = P ; p )  
{ 

x[O][l]=l .O*iIll [pl& 
x[O] [2]= 1 .O *in2[p]/L; 
x[0][3]=1 .O*in3[pJ/L; 
for@= 1 ; sc=ns;s*) 
{ 

x[s- l][O]= 1 .O; 
for(j=i j<=n[s];i*) 
( 

=miI=O; 
for(i=û;ic=n[s- 1 1;i-H) 

~ [ s l t i l - ~ s l l i l [ ~ l ~ ~ s - ~  ][il; 
x[s] [il= 1 -041 .û+pow(e,-m[s] [j])); 

1 
1 
f o r e  1 ;kc=n[ns];k*) 
{ 

E[nsl[kl=(l - O * d I p l C k l - ~ C ~ ~ l [ ~ l ) ~ ~ ~ l [ ~ l * (  1 -0-dnsl [W; 
for(j=o;j<=n[ns- il*) 

w[ns]~]~]+=lcoePE[ns~[k]%[11~- l]b J; 
1 
for(s=ns- 1);Y= l ;se) 
{ 



fo* 1 ;i<=n[s];i-H) 

SUnFo; 
fo* i ;kc=n[s+ i ] ;k*) 

S-EEs+i Irkl*w[s+1Ilkllil; 
E[s][i]=x[s]U]*(i-0-x[s][iJ)*S~~fl; 
for(i=O;i<=n[s- 1 ] 2*) 

w[s] [il [i]+=lcoePE[s]E] *[s- 1 ][il; 
1 

1 
1 
p=o;for(s= 1 ;s<=as;sce) 

for(j= i j<=n[s]j++) 
for(H;i<=n[s- 1 ];itc) 

( P"; Wl=wbl til[iI; 1 
Err=Error(In 1 ,In2,1n3,D9W); 
% ~ 3  5 )  
( 

PM; 
foii=fopen(" result " ,"a"); 
fprintqfou, "%d %h" ,cnt,Err); 
fclose(fou) ; 

1 
Pr++; 
iqmin - Err>Err) 
{ 

m i n E ~ E r q  
fou=fopen("w2-5 ', "w ln); I* */ 
fprintqfou, "%d %d %An" ,cnt,n l ,min - Err); 
for(s= 1 ;s<=ns; *) 

for(j= 1 ;i<=n[s ]$+) 
for(i=û;i<=n[s- 1 ];itt) 

fprintqfou, "%f\n",w[s]~][i]); 
fclose( fou); 

} 
else Icoef -= A; 



2. REMOWG NOISES, THINMNG A .  JOINING LINES 

1* - - M g ,  joiniag, Lines and removing dangluigs - * /  

#include<st dio. h> 
#inciude<math. h> 
#define Nr 1440 
#define Nc 880 
#define tol3 /* tolarance */ 
void Thin(UIlSigned char apr ]  [Nc]); 



void End(unsigned char awr]pc]); 
void Daagii.ng(unsigned char amr] mc]); 
void h e r ( u i g n e d  char amr] WC]); 
void Join(unsigned char awr] WC]); 
void Assign(unsigned char amr] WC]); 
maino 
( 

unsigned char awr]mc]; 
FILE *h.,*fou; 
fin=fopen("join.imgt', "rb"); fread(a,sizeo@a), 1 ,fin); fclose(fin); 

/* 
Thin(a); 
Join(a); 
Dw#@(a); 
Inner (a); 
Join(a); 
DW$ng(a); 

*/ 
Assign(a) ; 
fou=fopen('~oin.imgt', "wb "); fwnte(a, sizeoqa), 1 ,fou); 
fclo se(fou); 

1 

void Thin(unsigned char amr] WC]) 
{ 

int r,c,test; 
unsigned char v[Nr] mc],xwr] WC]; 
for(r=O;r<Nqm) for(c=O;ccNc; c++) x[r] [c]=O; 
while( 1) 
I 

test=O; for(r=O;r<Nr,r+) for(c=û;c<Nc;c++) 
{ v[r][c]=O; @a[r][c]>O) te-1; ) 

q t e s r Y )  break; 



/* Fine îbinning * 1 
for(r=O;r<Nr;W) for(c=0;6Nc;W) a;(a[r] [cl= 1) 
{ 

@(a[r] [ct 1 ]= 1 )&&(a[r+ 1 ] [c ]= 1 )) a[r][c]=û; 
fl(a[r] [c- 1 ]= 1 )&&(a[r+i ][cl= 1 )) a[r] [cl*; 
@(a[r J [c- 1 ]= 1 )&&(a[r- 1 1 [cl= 1) j a[r] [c]=O; 
if((a[r] [ct 1 ]= i)&&(a[r- 1 ][cl= 1 )) a[r] [cl*; 

1 
1 

void Assign(unsigned char a@Yr]wc]) 

unsigned charq[ l O]; 
End(a); &-(a); 

/* - Delete dangling iarger than tol pixel size */ 



@[r+i][cS]=2) goto Delete; 
for(+ 1 ;i<= l ;i*) for(j=- 1 a<= 1 ;i") 

if(a[r+i][c+j]= i )  ( r+=i; c+; a[r][c]=5; goto N a d ;  } 
Nextd: ; 

1 
for(r+-tol);r<=.(R+tol);rtc) for(c==C-tol);c<=(C+tol);c~) 

a(a[r][c]=S) a[r][c]=l ; am][C]=3; goto NextC 1 ; 

void End(unsigned char awr]mc]) I* delete extra end pixel *I 
{ 
kt RC,ki,j,=W 



void Join(unsigned char awr]mc]) 
{ 

int SC,r,s4ii,sxLfl,y7y 17Y27sum,start,~op,T; 
float slp,YFy,Fx; 
End(a); Assign(a); T=2 *tek 
for@=O,R<Nr,R++) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) 



( 
a ( a m ~  ~ 1 = 3  
{ 

FR;-; a[r] [cl= 1 0; 
for(d= 1 ;d<%*T;d*) 
( 

fo@= 1 $= 1 ;i+i-) for(i= 1 $= 1 ;i+) 
( 

ig(a[r+i] [c+j:>O)&&(a[r+i] [etj 1~3) )  
( r+=i; c+=j; a[r][c]=5; goto Nextd 1 ; ) 

@a[rei] [c+j]=3) 
( r+=i; c+==j; a[r][c]=lO; goto Nartdl; } 

1 
Nextd 1:; 

1 

X=999999.0; for(r=-T);r<=(R+T);r*) for(c==C-T);c<=(C+T);*) 
{ 

iIT(a[rl [cI>O)&&(a[rl[cl<s)) 
{ 

Fx==r-R) *(r-R)+(c-C) * (c-C); Fqow(Fx,O. 5) ;  
~ F x )  X=Fq 

1 
1 
for(r=-T);r<-+T)x++) for(c=(C-T);6=(C+T);cct) 
( 

i4(a[rI wo)&&(a[rl [W)) 
{ 

FF(~-R) *(r-R)+(c-C) *(c-C); Fx=pow(Fx, O. 5); 
ifTX=Fx) goto Joinhe; 

1 
1 
goto NextC; 

Joinhe:; y l=R, y 2 7  XI-<; x2=c; 
F-2-yl; F M - x  1 ; 
slp=X=l .O*Fy/Fx; iqXc0) X=(- l ) * X  
qxc= 1 .O) 
{ 
starha; stopcl; iflxl<-lr2) ( start=xl; stop-a; ) 
for(~start;xc=stop;x*) ( y=y 1 +slp*(x-x 1); ab] [XI= 1; } 

1 
ifpPl.0) 
{ 

st-2; stop71 ; @lc=y2) ( start=yl; stopy2; } 



NextC:; 
r=R;c=C; a[r] [c]=3; 
for(d= 1 ;d<=Z*T;d+) 

for(i= 1 ;i<= l ;i*) for@- l ;je= 1 jtt) 

ifTa[r+i] [c+j]=S) 
( h; c+=j; a[r][c]=l ; goto Nextd2; ) 

@a[r+i] [c+j]= 1 O) 
{ f+=i; c+=j; a[rJ[c]=3; goto Nmd2; } 

1 
Next d2: ; 

1 
1 

1 

/* Snapping closed nodes */ 
#include<stdio .&> 
#define Nr 1440 
#define Nc 880 
void loin(unsigned char awr] WC 1); 
#define D 10 /* radiuos */ 
maino 
{ 

int I,~C,r,c,i,j,s; 
fioat Wmc; 
unsigned char awr] WC]; 
FILE *fin, *fou; 
fin--f~pen(Toiaimg",~~rb'~);fread(qsizeoq, 1 ,fh);fclose(h); 

/* Fine thinnllig */ 
for(H;r<Nr;r++) for(c=û;c%Nc;et+) if(a[r] [cl= i ) 
{ 

q(a[r][c+ 1 ]= 1 )&&(a[rei ][cl= 1)) a[r][c]=O; 
q(a[r] [c- i ]= 1 )&&(aCr+i ][cl= 1)) a[r] [cl*; 
q(a[r][c-l]=l)%gr(a~][c]=l)) a[r][c]=û; 
if((a[r] [c+ 1 ]= l)&&(a[rJj[c]= 1)) a[r] [c]=O; 

1 

/* assigning 1,2,3 to element, node, and end - */ 



l* temporary asign 6 to 1-pixel size node */ 
for(R=û;R<Nr&*) for(C=û;CcNc;Ci+) iqap][C]=2) 
{ 
d; for(i= 1 ;i<= 1 j*) for@=- 1 $= 1 j*) a a m t i ]  [C+j]=2) s*; 
i@==l) a[RI[C]==G; 

1 

I* d e l e t e  grouped nodes - *I 
for(R=û;R<Nr&*) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) iqa[R][C]=2) 
( 

r=R, d; a[r][c]=O; for(i=D;i<=D;itt) for(j=-Dj<=D j*) 
@a[r+i][c+j]=2) ( r + i ;  c+=j; a[r][c]=û; } 

1 
for(R=O;R<Nr-;RH) for(C=û;CSrlc;C*) iqam][C]=6) ap][C]=2; 

/* mark end nodes to be snapped */ 
for(R=û;R<Nr;R++) for(C=U;C<Nc;C*) iqam][C]= 1 ) 
( 
~4; for(i=- 1 ;i<= 1 ;i*) for(j= l $= 1 j*) if(aCR+i][C+j]>O) s u ;  
iqs=2) am [C]=4; /* mark end snapping nodes with 4 * /  

1 

/* -Find mid-pixel between snapping n o d e s -  *I 
for(R=û;R<NqR*) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) iqa@Xl[C]==4) 
{ 
mrr-R; m r 4 ;  s=1; a[r][c]=6; /* temporary assing 6 */ 
for(i=Qi<=D;ii+) f ia=-Dj<=D j+) 

if(a[r+i] [Cs]-) ( mr+(r+i); mc~=(c+j); si+; a[rti] [c+j ]=6; } 
m / s ;  iq(m/ s-r)>O- 5 )  m; c=mc/s; iq(mds-cp0.5) m; 
a[r][c]=5; I* mid pixel among end nodes to be siapped */ 

1 
for(R=O;R<NqR++) for(C=O;C<Nc;C*) iqa@K][C]=6) am [C]=4; 



void Join(unsigned char awr] WC]) 

ht RC,ij,lgxl ,~ZY,Y 1 ,y2,st=%~opJ; 
float slp,X,Fy,Fx; 
for(R=û;R<NrB*) foor(C=û;CcNc;C*) iqam][C]==4) for(I= 1 ;I<=D;I*) 
for(i=I;ic=I;i*) for(j=Ijc=Ij*) iqawti] [C+j]=5) 
{ 
y l =R; @=(R+i); x 1 -C; x2=(C+j); F m - y  1 ; F&-x 1 ; 
slp=X=l .O*Fy/J?q -0) X=(-I)*Y 
iqx<= 1 .O) 
{ 

start=x2; StoF1; iqxl<=X2) { starhtl;  Sto-; } 
for(x-stza,,<=aop;x*) ( y=y l +sip*(x-x 1 ); aly J [XI= 1; ) 

1 
l i p i  .O) 
{ 

-2; Stopyl; iqylC72) ( start=yl; stop*; ) 
fo-start; y<=stop;yH) { = 1 +y 1 )/slp; a[y] [XI= 1; } 

1 
am*] [C+j]=5; 

1 
1 

3 .  CALCLJLATING LENGTHS AND SLOPES OF STREAM ELtkIENTS, SL'BBASIN 

AREAS, LENGTHS AND SLOPES OF OVERIAND FLOW PATH 

/* Topography for each element 
strid= id of ea& stream element 
lin= selected id of each Stream element for caldation 
ares= area of each stream element 
are=selected area of each Stream eiement 

s =dope 
S =dope of channel 
L =Stream element length 
M e r  float variables 
V=transfer int variables 



#define Nc 880 
#define Nr 14-40 
#define eN 685 /* number of elernent+l */ 
#define rEnd 1303 
#define cEnd 444 
#define F 125 .O /* resolution * / 
void End(unsigned char linPr] WC]); 
void Parameter(dgned short demlNr]mc], unsigned char Linmr][Nc], unsigned char are 
~ r l ~ c 1 , f l o a t  v[ 101); 
void 1 d(unsigned short nodeFr] ~ c ] , u n s i p e d  short strid P r ]  [Nc],int v31); 
maino 
( 

int r,c,E,n 1 ,n2,V[3]; 
float L,S,a,s,v[IO]; 
unsigned short dempr]  mc]; 
unsigned short nodePr] WC], stridwr] [Nc] , areawr] WC]; 
unsigned char linwr] WC], arePr]  w; 
FILE *&*fou; 
fin=f~pen(~~node.img~', " rb ");f?ead(node, sizeof@ode), 1 ,fïn);fclose(fin); 
sn=f~pen(~'strid.~,~~rb~);hd(strid,sizeo~strid), 1 ,fin);fclose(£in); 
fin--fopen(" area. irng117 I'rb t');fkead(area, sizeoRarea), 1, fin);fciose(fin); 
fin=fopen("f?lled-dem. img II, " rb II); f?ead(d-, 1, fin);fclose(tin); 

fou=fopen(" terrain. dat", "wb"); 
for@= 1 ;E<N;E*) 
{ 

f o r ( d ; r < N r , ~ )  for(C=O; c<Nc;ctt) 
{ 

@=area[r] [cl) are[r J [cl= 1 ; eise areIr] [cl*; 
ifTE=strid[r] [cl) lh[r] [cl= 1 ; else h ( r ]  [c]=O; 

1 
VI0 ]=E; n 1 dl(node,strid,V); n2=V[O]; 
Parameter(dem,h,are,v); L=v[O]; S=v[I]; a=v[2]; s=vU]; 
fprintqfou, "%d %d %f %f %f %%RnH,E,n2,L, S,a,s); 

1 
fclose(f0u); 

1 

void n 1 n2(unsigned short nodePr J [Nc],u~lsigned short strid P r ]  [Nc] ,int V[3]) 
( 

int E,r,c,iJ,n 1 ,dl; 
unsigneci short idm PC]; 
E=V[O]; for(r=û;flNr-) for(c=û;c<Nc;c++) 

{ iqE=strid[r] [cl) id[r] [c]=E; else id[r] [cl*; } 
for(r=û;r<Nr,~) for(~+;c<Nc;c+t) 



i4(oode[r] [c]>O)sc%(node[r] [cl !=E)) 
for(i= 1 ;i<= 1 ;i*) for@- 1 a<= 1 jtt) 

if(id[rti][~]=E) ( n2aode[r][c]; goto ûut2; ) 
Out2:; TqO]=n2; 

1 

void Parameter(w1signed short dempr] WC], uBsigned char linFr] WC], unsigned char are 
CNrlWc1,float 4 101) 
{ 

int r,c,rstart,rstop,cstart,cstop,ij,rep,D= 150,nr,ns; 
fioat a,L,s,S,aEr7Es; 

End(1in); 
for(r=O;r<Nr,r++) for(c=û;c<Nc;c++) i@n[r] [cl=) got O DE, 
DiE; 
rstarh-D; r s t o p = ;  cstop=c+D; 
@rstart<O) d; qrstop>(Nr- 1)) ntop=Nr- 1; 
if(cstart<O) cstart=o; iqcstopyNc- 1)) cstop=Nc- 1 ; 
diM; for(-=rstop;r++) for(c==c<=cstop;cH) 

W [ r ]  [c]=3) ciif=-dern[r] [cl-dif. @=O) di++- l)*dif, 

for(~'rstart;r<=rstop;r") f~r(~start;c<=cstop;d+) 
Wkl M=3) 
( 

b[r] [c]=4; ns=L= 1 . O; Esdem[r] [cl; 
w hile( 1 ) 

for(+- 1 ;i<= 1 ;i*) for(j=- 1 j c  1 j*) 

I 
iqlin[r+il [cSl=f 

{ r+=i;c+=j; us*; Es+=dem[r][c]; lin[r][c]=4; goto C u ;  ) 
m[r+i] [c+j]= 1) 
{ 

q(i!=O)&&(j!=O)) L+=1.4142; 
else L+= 1.0; 
r+=i; c+=j; lin[r] [c]=2; OSCt; Es+=dem[r] [cl; 

1 
1 

1 

Cd - S:; L+=l .O; L=L*F; S a ;  

a*; for(r-7start;r-=ststop;rt+) for(c=cstart;c<=cstop;cH) 
if@e[r] [c]>O) a*; a=a*F*F; /* watershed eiement */ 

for(-art;r<=rstop v) for(c==art;6=cstop;ctç) 
{ 



void End(unsigned char l i n ~ r ] ~ c  J) 

Ua IiC,ij,sum; 
for(R=û;R<Nr,R*) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) i . @ % ]  [C]Xl) 
( 

sum=û;for(i- 1 ;i<= 1 ;i*) foa-  1 $= 1 j*) m+i][C+j]X) nimti-; 
i4sum=2) Iinpq[C]=3; /* ends=3 $1 

1 
1 

4. NODE AND ELEMENT NUMBERJNG 

#define Nc 880 
#define Nr 1440 
#define rEnd 1303 
#define cEnd 444 
void ID(umigned char str[NrJwc], unsigned char s a i d ~ r ] ~ ~ ] ,  unsigneci 
char nodeBr J WC 1); 
&O 
{ 

int r,c; 
unsigneci char sgNr][Nc]; 
unsigneci char stridmr] [Nc ] , n o d e ~ r ] ~ c ] ;  
FILE *&*fou; 
*-fopen(" strtin.imgl', "rb");fiead(str, sizeo@tr), 1 ,fin);fclose(h); 



void ID(unsigned char sgNr]mc], unsigned char s t r i d ~ r ] ~ ~ ] ,  unsigned 
char n o d e ~ r l ~ c ] )  
( 

int I,R, CJ, cjj,id=û,s; 
FILE *£iIl,*fou; 

/* -trachg and assigning mimbers to elements- */ 
while( 1) 
C 

for(R=û;R+Jr$*) for(C=O;CcNc;C*) 
{ 

a(-wirc1=3) 
{ 

id++; r=R; cd; strid[r][c]=aode[r][c]=id; str[r][c]=û; 
while(1) 
( 
for(+ 1 ;i<= 1 ;i+) for@- 1 $= 1 j t+) 

if(str[r+i] [ ~ ] = S )  goto Done; 
f i f i= -  1 ;i<= 1 ;i+k) for(i= 1 j<= 1 $+) 

flsgr+i][cçj]==2) goto NextE; 
for(i= 1 ;i<=i ;i-H) fo@= 1 j<=l$+) /* t=&g */ 

m-w+ilrc+jl=~ 
( rt=i; c+=j; strid[r][c]=id; str[r][c]=0; goto NextP; } 

NextP : ; 
1 

1 
NextE:; 

1 

/* - assing 3 to new end mode--- */ 
for(R=û;RcNr&++) for(C=û;C<Nc;C*) igstr[R] [Cl*) 
{ 

s=O; for(+ l;i<=l;i*) for(j= 1 j<=l j*) iqstr[R+i][C+j]=l) s c t ;  
if(-1) StrN[C]=3; 

1 
1 
Done:; nodeCrEnd] [cEnd]=id+ 1; 

1 



/* Discharge ushg FEM 
wtr[nf][3] =water left d e r  mpotranspiration and snowmett ( d d )  
K[3] =saturatai hydraulic conciudvity (mdd) 
n[3] =Manning's coefficient of roughness 
pr[3] =soi1 porosity 
a N  =ara of subbasin (m2) 
L M  =length of elernent (m) 
Sm =average profile dope of element 
SN =average profile slope of overiand fiow plane 
dx =lenght of overland flow path (m) 
fs =niction slope slope 
seep[2] =sepage nom each side of subbasin (m3/s/m) 
Ill21 =laterai inflow entering each side of an element (m3/s/m) 
Q[2]M =outfiow nom an element (1x131s) 
In[2]M M o w  into an element (rn3Is) 
N =total number gf elements+l 
nf total rmmber of simulation days +l 
d , n 2  =inflow, outîiow node 
v[1 O] =trander float between sub-program 



/* Initial base flow */ 
for@= 1 ;E<(N- 1);Eti) 
( 

fin+~pen("strid.img"~ l' rb ");hd(stridisizeof(strid), 1, fm);fclose(fin); 
for(r?);rcNq*) for(c==;aNc;c++) iqE ! =strid[r] [cl) strid[r] [c]=O; 
n l = N  [El; n2=NZ@]; cka[nl]/(2*L[nl]); slp=s[ni]; 
v[O]=time=û; v[l]-dir; v[t]=sip; v[3]=K[nl]; v[4]=pr[nl]; 
seep[OI=Seep(v); QPl [n 1 l=(uiPl [n 11+2*L[n 11 *seep[Ol); 
UOl ln2l+=Q[ol [ni 1; 

1 

/* flow simulation */ 

/* seepage fiom groundwater for each side- */ 
dx=a[n1]/(2*L[nl]); slp=s[nl]; 
time=(t- 1 )*dt; v[O]=time; v[ 1 ]=dx; v[2]=slp; v[3]=K[n 11; v[4]=pr[nl]; 
seep[O]=Seep(v); 
the-t*dt ; v[O]=time; v[l]=dx; v[2]=slp; v[3]=K[n 1 1; v[4]=pr[n 11; 
seep[l]=Seep(v); 

/* - overland for each side------ */ 
k-a[n l]/(2*L[nl]); slp=s[nl 1; P=L[n l 1; 
ii[O]=a[nl]/2*m[t-l]/(l OOO*24*36OO); 
il[l]=a[nl]/2*rn[t]/(1 OOO*24*36OO); 
v[O]=n[nl]; v[l]=sIp; v[2]=dx; v[3]=P; 
~[4]~[0]=v[S]=in[l]=O; v[O]=q[O] [n il; v[7]=il[O]; v[8]-il[l]; 
q[ 1 ] [n l]=OverIand(v); 

/* Channel flow */ 



float Seep(float v[1 O]) 
( 

Boat time,B,D,p,seep,Kdqslp,pr, 
~~[01*24*3600; dx=v[l]; slF[2]; K=v[3~(24*3600000); pr=v[4]; 
B=dq D=B * slp* fs; 
p=(pi*pi*K*D*time)/(4*pr*B+B); 
seep=2*K*D*D/B*pow(e,-p); 
return seep; 

1 

float OverIand(fioat v[1 O]) 
{ 

float ~s7p7~~~2ll~[~l,q[2l,qa,~~p¶aifa,DT; 
float cl l,c12,c21,c22,kl l,k12,k21,k22,fl,fL,fll,fD2,fl l,fl2; 
float al l,a12,a2lYa22,b1 l,b12,b2~,b22,cl,c2; 

for testing stabiïity: M t d  >= tmp in order to get pos q[1] 
alfa--2.5*pow(s,0.3)*pow((qa/P),0.4)/pow(~0.6); 
tmp=(q[O]-in[O]-in[ 1 1-i1[0]-il[1 ])/(in[O]-in[l]+2*q[O]); 
tmp=alfa*tmp; 



float Chsuine1(fioat v[ 1 O]) 
( 

float T,repose,w-lOOO,d,~s,Vya,P,dx,iI[2]7h[2],q[2],q~~py~~DT; 
b a t  cl 17c12,c2 1,c22,kl l,klZ7k2 l,kU,fi,fZ,f?lI ,îB2,fl l,fl2; 
float a1 l7al2,a2l,a22,bl I,b12,b21,b22,ciyc2; 

n=v[O]; -[il; T3[2]; reposev[3]; W [ 4 ] ;  in[O]=v[S]; h[I]=~[6]; 
q[O]-[7]; il[O]=v[8]; il[ l ]=v[9]; DT=dt*24*3 600; 
qa'(ii[oI+a[ 1 l+q[ol+id 1 1114; if(qa=Q ( q[l]=O; r e m  q[ 11; } 
d=T/(w * s); V=pow(d,2.013) * pow(s, O. 5)Iq 
a=qaN; P=a/d; tmp=P/qa; 
alta~ow(g0.6)*dx*pow(tmp,004)l(1 0*pow(s,0.3)); 

for testing aability: M t d  >= tmp in order to get pos q[l] 
alfa=2.5 * pow(s, 0.3) * pow((qa/P),O .4)/pow(q0.6); 
tmp=(q [O]-h[O] -in[ 1 1-il[O]-il[ 1 ])/(irî[O] -in[ l]+2*q [O 1); 
tmp=aKa*tmp; 
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